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1. INTRODUCTION 
Classically, many of the methods of systems analysis view 
the system in its entirety and proceed with the strategy at 
hand. The usefulness of this approach for a small system is 
well established. However, it is not difficult to envision 
limitations of this concept when applied to problems of high 
dimension. For this reason it may be advantageous to view 
high-order systems as being composed of several lower order 
subsystems which, when interconnected in an appropriate 
fashion, yield the original composite or interconnected system. 
The analysis of such systems can often then be accomplished in 
terms of the simpler subsystems and in terms of the inter­
connecting structure of the composite system. In this manner, 
difficulties which may arise when treating a large system in 
its entirety, hopefully may be avoided. 
1.1. Background and Previous Work 
System modeling and topology is a notion of fundamental 
concern when dealing with a system viewed in an interconnected 
setting. There appear to be two basic approaches to this 
concept : 
(i) Many researchers begin with purely mathematical 
forms, tractable for analyses, as .a definition for an inter­
connected system, and then proceed with the desired analyses» 
This seems to be particularly true in stability theory. 
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(ii) Other investigators have developed interconnection 
models based on physical motivation. This is primarily true 
in network analysis, 
Liu et al. (12), Singh (25), Ransom (22), and Saeks and 
Liberty (23), have done considerable work toward developing a 
component-connection model and formalizing its properties. 
However, these authors treat only the linear time-invariant 
system case; that is, linear dynamic subsystems with linear 
algebraic elements in the interconnections. Prasad and Reiss 
(21) have developed a rather nice formulation of an inter­
connection model comprised of linear autonomous dynamic ele­
ments, but with linear and nonlinear algebraic elements in 
the interconnections. 
Another important topic in system's theory is the notion 
of stability. It is generally accepted that Bailey (1) was 
the first to treat stability in an interconnected setting. 
Piontkovskii and Rutkovskaya (18), Thompson (26, 27), Thompson 
and Koenig (28), Porter and Michel (19, 20, 16), Matrosov (13), 
Grujic and Siljack (8), Michel (15), Bose and Michel (2), and 
Michel (14) all followed thereafter, with extensive contribu­
tions by Michel. Thompson and Michel utilize a composite 
scalar Lyapunov function which is a weighted sum of the 
individual subsystem Lyapunov functions, while the other 
authors use a vector Lyapunov function for stability analysis 
of an interconnected system. 
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1.2. Viewpoint of This Dissertation 
The intent of this dissertation is to extend the present 
theory of interconnected systems. This research attempts to 
develop a unified body of interconnected system's theory based 
on both physical and mathematical considerations. The topics 
investigated are (i) system modeling and topology, (ii) exis­
tence and uniqueness of solutions, and (iii) Lyapunov stability 
analysis. In all three topics particular emphasis is given to 
systems containing algebraic loops and is the main contribution 
of this research. 
The basic approach to system modeling considered herein 
is patterned after Prasad and Reiss (21) , with the enlargement 
of the class of systems considered through generalization. 
The idea is to divide a system into dynamic and nondynamic 
elements. In this dissertation the dynamic elements may be 
nonlinear and time-varying, in addition to the algebraic 
elements being nonlinear and time-varying. The worthiness of 
this type of decomposition is proposed to be the following: 
(i) It is a very general, but natural and orderly way of 
viewing a large class of systems. It is particularly attrac­
tive for the problem whereby the effect of a subsystem 
(arbitrarily identified) on system performance is explicity 
desired (this is usually the case in design problems). 
(ii) It is compatible with both network theory and block 
diagram system theory. 
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(iii) The formulation results in a natural sorting of 
the dynamic subsystems, system inputs, and all the algebraic 
nonlinearities in an additive fashion, which is very tractable 
for analyses. 
Fundamental definitions and properties, such as "properly 
connected" and "loops," are established. Generalized forms of 
dynamical systems containing algebraic loops are formulated. 
The existence of such systems occurs naturally in many classes 
of nonlinear networks. 
Existence and uniqueness of solutions assume a meaningful 
posture for a dynamical equation adjoined with a nonlinear 
algebraic equation exhibiting loops. The existence of solu­
tions for such systems is certainly of qualitative importance, 
and it is also of fundamental quantitative concern when 
attempting to numerically solve the equations. New theorems 
are presented which state sufficient conditions for the 
existence of a solution and, importantly, the region of 
existence. 
The Lyapunov stability analysis utilizes the tools 
developed by Michel (14, 15, 16) and Thompson (26, 27, 28). 
In Lyapunov stability one is concerned with the behavior of 
the free system in response to changes in the initial condi­
tions on the state variables about a set of equilibrium values. 
If for sufficiently small, but otherwise arbitrary, variations 
in the initial conditions, the system approaches, or remains 
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near to, the equilibrium state, then the system is said to be 
stable in the sense of Lyapunov for that equilibrium point. 
In Michel's work, a reduced m-dimensional (reduced with 
respect to an n-dimensional system) test matrix is formulated, 
and based on the properties of this test matrix, stability is 
concluded. 
The stability results for an interconnected dynamical 
system containing algebraic loops is new and, as such, is the 
main feature of the stability chapter. Sufficient conditions 
for exponential and asymptotic stability, as well as in­
stability, are presented. An important interconnected system 
form without loops is also analyzed. 
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2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES 
Let VxW denote the Cartesian product of arbitrary sets 
V and W, and let (j) denote the null set. Let e denote set 
membership and let c denote set inclusion and A ,V denote set 
intersection and union, respectively. The notation {x:A} is 
interpreted as the set of all x such that the condition A is 
satisfied. Let R*^ denote the Euclidean n-space and let |»| 
denote the Euclidean norm, defined as 
n « 
E |x.|2 
i=l ^ 
1/2 
. Let ll'll 
denote the supremum norm, i.e., ||'|| = SUP{ 1*| : «eS}, where S is 
the set over which • is defined. 
Let denote the defined norm on the space Z. Let 
x^ = (x^,...,x^) denote the transpose of xeR^. If x,yeR^, 
then x<y denote.) x^<y^, i = l..n. Let x = 0 denote the null 
vector. Let B(a,r) denote an open ball in the space of 
definition Z, about the point aeX, i.e., B(a,r) = 
{xixeZ,|x-a|2<f}, and let B(a,r) denote the closed ball in 
the space of definition X, about the point aeZ, i.e., 
B(a,r) = {x:x£2, Ix-aj^^r}. 
The eigenvalues of a square matrix M = (m^j) are denoted 
by X(M). If all the eigenvalues of M are real, then the 
largest and the smallest eigenvalues are denoted by 
and ^jjiin ' respectively. The norm of a rectangular matrix 
M induced by the Euelidean norm is given as jM| = min{a:jMxj< 
a|x|, xeR^} = where denotes the transpose 
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of M. If M is a time-varying matrix, i.e., M = (muj(t)), let 
IIMII denote the supremum norm given as ||M|| = 
SUP{{X„,„(t) )^/^;teS}, where S<=R^. 
niaX 
Let J = [0,°°) be the semi-infinite open interval, and 
[tQ,tl, tQ<t, be a closed finite interval. Let C{V) denote 
the space of continuous functions defined on region V, and let 
C^(D) denote the space of continuously differentiable functions 
defined on domain V. Let M;R^ denote the space of real con­
tinuous time-varying matrices M of dimension nxm, i.e., 
= {M:MEC(J,R^^)}. Whenever the norm ||m|| is used, it is 
assumed that M is in the normed space M;R^ such that 
{M;MeC(J,R"^) , ||M|| <»}. 
Let f:Z->-T denote a function or mapping from space X into 
space T and mean that to every xeX the function f assigns one 
and only one element f(x) such that f(x) = yeY. 
A real valued function ^(r) is said to belong to class K 
if it is defined, continuous, and strictly increasing over 
0<r«» and it vanishes at r = 0. If, in addition, ^(r)+= as 
r^oo then the function ^(r) is said to belong to class KR. 
Systems are considered which may be described by ordinary 
differential equations of the form 
(S) X = g (x,t) , 
where x = dx/dt and where g:R"xJ->R'\ A function g:R"xJ-»-R" 
is said to belong to class E if (a) for every x^eR^ and for 
every tQ>0, the equation (S) possesses one and only one 
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solution 0(t;xQ,tQ) for ail teJ, where Xq = ^^t^TX^ftg), and 
(b) g(x,t) = 0 for ail teJ if and only if x = 0. 
Results which yield conditions for the Lyapunov stability 
of the equilibrium x = 0 of (S) involve existence of mappings 
V;R^xJ->R^. If VEC^(R^xJ), then the total derivative of V with 
respect to time along the solutions of (S) is given by 
DV(S) = + VV(x,t)Tg(x,t), 
where VV(x,t) denotes the gradient of V. 
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3. INTERCONNECTED SYSTEM MODELING 
3.1. Typical Interconnected System Forms 
In this section a specific notion for the definition and 
properties of an interconnected dynamical system is presented. 
The philosophy is based on the concept that an interconnected 
dynamical system contains a dichotomy of elements, dynamic 
and nondynamic, both of which may be nonlinear and time-varying, 
with the relation between the elements called the interconnec­
tion. The topological properties of proper connectedness and 
loops are defined. In this dissertation, we deal only with 
dynamic elements described by ordinary differential equations, 
but the concept could be extended to other settings. 
We begin by giving a general definition of what is meant 
by a system. We follow the notions of Prasad and Reiss (21) 
and Zadeh and Desoer (29). 
3.1.1. Definition A system is a collection of elements, 
interconnected in a well-defined fashion, which has a set of 
inputs and a set of outputs. 
3.1.2. Definition An element is a device which has one or 
more inputs and one or more outputs. By dichotomous division, 
elements are grouped as dynamic and nondynamic: 
(i) A dynamic element is a device having an input-output 
relation which can be described by a differential equation. 
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(ii) A nondynamic element has an input-output relation 
which can be described by an algebraic equation. 
The elements may be linear, nonlinear, and time-varying. 
A subsystem, then, may also be a collection of elements, 
but is a subset of the totality of elements of the composite 
system. Hence, although the elements are uniquely identifi­
able, what constitutes a subsystem is subjective to the view­
point of how one may desire to decompose a system. 
Pictorially, one may view a system as shown in Figure 
3.1.1.1 and say that the system S maps the input U into the 
output W, i.e., S:U+W (23). 
Figure 3.1.1.1. Pictorial representation of a composite 
system 
-t fy <9 /~N X"# T* ^ «m» v.vTs V -t— r» n 4— 
•kWW'Wi»» A&WV 0 YY WHO W>W W W 
system is decomposed into subsystems Sg with an appropriate 
interconnection structure Ig, such that S = IgUS^, Sg:I->0, 
and I„;UxO^IxW. 
Figure 3.1.1.2. Pictorial representation of an interconnected 
system 
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We now proceed to define a workable set of relations that 
describe an interconnected dynamical system, henceforth denoted 
by the acronym IDSY. 
Dynamical elements of a specific form called typical are 
first defined, and then the IDSY is categorized according to 
the type of interconnecting structure associated with these 
elements. 
3.1.3. Definition A typical dynamical element is governed 
by the equations 
Zi = fj^(z^,t) + b^(t)j^, i = 1—m, 
°i h^(z^,t) 
"i "i 9i "^i "i 94 
where z^eR , , o^eR , f^:R xJ+R , h^:R xJ->R , and 
b^(t) is a real n^xo)^ matrix eM. A collection of m typical 
dynamical elements can then be written in the form 
X = F(X,t) + B(t)I 
0 = H(X,t) 
mm mm m mm m m 
where X^ = = (f j;,... ,f^), = ( j^/• • •. j^) / 
rn m m m m m ^ 
0 = (o^,...,o ), H = (h,,...,h ). Letting Z n. = n, A. ivi j. m • M 1 1=1 
m m 
Z 0). = 01, E q. = q, then XeR^^, Ier'^, OeR^, F:R^xJ+R^^, 
i=l ^ i=l 
H;r'^xJ->r9, and B = diag (b^ ,... ,b^} , a real nxw matrix eM. 
The situation of determining a viable interconnection 
structure form is now addressed. The ensuing development is 
motivated by consideration of physical systems (21, 29), and 
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the term additive might be appropriate to describe the struc­
ture. The interconnection structure is comprised only of non­
dynamic elements, linear and nonlinear. It is the role of 
the interconnection structure equations to relate the variables 
1/ 0, U, and W. The linear algebraic elements will be absorbed 
in the interconnection structure equations as scalar multiples 
(although they may be time-varying), whereas the nonlinear 
algebraic elements will not, and will result in nonlinear 
interconnection structure equations. 
Introduce p. = d.(y.,t) as the nonlinear algebraic 
element for j = 1—X devices, where d.:R -"xJ+R , p.eR •' and 
y jSR . Then, this induces the following interconnection 
structure equations (21). 
3»1:4^ Definition By the interconnection structure 
equations of an IDSY, we mean a set of equations, linear or 
nonlinear, defining a relationship between I, 0, U, W (and Y). 
In particular, we mean 
I = R(t)I + S(t)0 + T(t)U +Q(t)P 
Y = R(t)I + S(t)0 + T(t)U + Q(t)P 
W = r' (t)I + s' (t)0 + t' (t)U + q' (t)P, P = D(y,t), 
Where leR*^, OeR^, UeR^^, WeR®, YeR^, PeR®, = (d^(y^,t),..., 
T V 6 ^ * d, (y ,t)), D;R xJ+R , E y. = v, S 5. = 8, and the super-
^ i=l ] j=l ] 
scripted R, S, T, and Q matrices eM are of compatible dimen­
sions. The equation I = I(I,0,U,Y,t) is called the 
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interconnection equation 1/ the equation W = W(I,0,U,Y,t) is 
called the system output equation, and the equation 
Y = Y(I,0,U,Y,t) is called an adjoining algebraic equation. 
If there are no nonlinear algebraic elements in the intercon­
nection structure, then the interconnection structure equations 
reduce to the pair 
I = R(t)I + S(t)0 + T(t)U 
W = r'(t)I + S'(t)0 + t'(t)U. 
In the subsequent development we often suppress the 
dependency of these matrices on time t for notational con­
venience . 
3.1.5. Definition If (E - R(t)) ^ exists for all teJ 
(where E denotes the constant identity matrix), then the 
interconnection equation I is called proper, and the IDSY is 
called properly connected, denoted by (PC). 
3.1.6. Definition A typical IDSY, denoted by the acronym 
TIPSY, with nonlinear algebraic elements in the interconnec­
tion structure, has the following equations 
X = F(X,t) + B(t)I 
0 = H(X,t) 
1 = R(t)I + S(t)0 + T(t)U + Q(t)D(Y,t) 
Y = R(t)I + S(t)0 + T(t)U + Q(t)D(Y,t) 
W ^  r' (t)I + S' (t)0 f t' (t)U 4 q' (t)D(Y,t). 
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If (E - R)~^ exists for all t e J (i.e., the interconnection 
equation I is proper), then 
I = (E - R) ^SO + (E - R) ^TU + (E - R) QP 
I = S^O + T^U + Q^P 
Y = R(S^O + T^U + O^P) + SO + TU + QP 
Y = (RS^ + S)0 + (RT^ + T)U + (RQ^ + Q)P 
Y = SgO + T^U + OgP 
W = R' (S^O + T^U + Q^P) + S'O + T'U + Q'P 
W = (R'S^ + S')0 + (R'Tj^ + T')U + (R*Q^ + Q')P 
W = SgO + TgU + QgP 
Time is suppressed and the matrix dimensions are not explicity 
given, but are decreed to be consistent. 
3.1.7. Example An example of an IDSY that is improperly 
connected is given (25) . 
Figure 3.1.7.1. Example network 
Let subsystem be and subsystem $2 be the parallel 
combination of Cg and L. Decompose the composite network as 
given in Figure 3.1.7.2. 
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Figure 3.1.7.2. Decomposed system 
Hence, i^ and are the input-output of i^ and Vg are 
the input-output of i^ and e^ are the system inputs, and 
let ig be the system output. 
il = H Let = ^0 
"21 '  ^ 2 °21 = ^2 "2 = ®0 
^22 = ^3 °22 ' " "l = is 
Jo = 1. 
The interconnection equation is obtained from Kirchhoff's 
voltage and current laws (KVL and KCL): 
"l " "2 " ^ 0 " ^4 
Then, 
Zi 
^1 -^5' -^5 3" 
'21 
'22 
0 0 0 
0 0 -l/Cg 
0 1/L 0 
*21 ' 
-J ^ 22 
1/Ci 0 
0 1/C, 
]l °1 
^2' °21 
°22 
10 0 
0 10 
0 0 0 
'21 
^22 
ro 0 01 
]2 U- -1 0 
'21 
'22 
D -r ji 1 0" Ui 1 1 
_0 1 32 _0 ^2 
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Since (E - R) ^  doesn't exist, the system is improperly con­
nected. From graph theory it is known that the network is 
only a two-dimensional system and hence, this decomposition 
is in conflict with the minimum number of state variables of 
the network. 
Figure 3.1.7.3. Interconnected system diagram 
We desire to know under what conditions can the inter­
connection structure equations be put into a canonical form^ 
3.1.8. Definition The canonical form of the interconnec­
tion structure equations for a system containing nonlinear 
algebraic elements is 
I = S^(t)0 + T^(t)U + (t)M^ (0,U,t) 
w = SgftiO + TgttiU 4 QgftlMgtOfUft) 
where the subscripted S, T, and Q matrices are of class M, 
and = (m^^,,.. ,... ,5ti2^) , 
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and M2 :R^xR^xJ-»-R^. If there are no nonlinear algebraic 
elements in the interconnection structure, then the canonical 
form reduces to 
I = S^(t)0 + Tj^(t)U 
W = SgftiO + TgttiU. 
We now introduce the notion of "no-loops." In general, 
no-loops relates to any functional relationship of the form 
y = N(Y,Z,t), YeR^, ZeR^, teJ, N:R^xr'^xJ->-R^, such that, either 
naturally or by an appropriate transformation, an ordering of 
the equation can be made as follows : 
^1 ~ "^(Zft) 
Y 2 = n2(y]^,Z,t) 
Then, for a given Z, one can solve nonrecursively for y-j^.-y^. 
If Y = N(Y,Z,t) cannot be reduced to this form it is said to 
have loops. 
3.1.9. Remark The no-loop property is of interest when 
digitally solving a system of equations of the form 
Y = N(Y,Z,t). If this system can be reordered so that it may 
be solved nonrecursively, then numerical problems and 
extraneous computer time may be avoided. 
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The following definition is taken from (21), modified to 
include the dependency on time. 
Establish the matroid (a real constant matrix consisting 
only of 0 and 1 elements) constructed in the following fashion; 
(i) Look at the matrix Q^ft) given in Definition 3.1.6, 
and define MAT(Q^) such that its elements are mat = 1, 
if f 0 for all teJ, mat q^^j = 0, if q^^j 5 0 for all teJ. 
(ii) If qg^j is a submatrix, at least one element must 
be nonzero (for all teJ) in order to set mat q^^j = 1. 
3.1.10. Definition The interconnection structure equations 
given by Definition 3.1.6 have no-loops if, 
(i) MAT(Qg) has diagonal elements zero, and 
(ii) if by elementary row and column permutations, 
MAT(Qg) can be put into lower diagonal form with zero diagonal 
entries. 
The svstem has loons if fi) or (ii) is not satisfied. 
3.1.11. Theorem The interconnection structure equations 
for a system containing algebraic nonlinearities, given by the 
equations 
I = RI + SO + TU + QD(Y,t) 
Y ^ RI f SO 4- TU -f QD(Y,-t) 
W = r'i + S'O + t'u + Q'D(Y,t), 
can be put into the canonical form given by Definition 3=1.8 
if, 
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(i) the system is properly connected, and 
(ii) has no-loops. 
Proof; If the system is (PC), then the interconnection 
equation I is proper, and thus (E - R)~^ exists for all teJ. 
Then, 
I = S^O + T^U + Q^D(Y,t) 
Y = S3O + T3U + Q3D(Y,t) 
W = SgO + T^U + Q2D(Y,t) 
If the system has no-loops, then MAT(Qg) can be permuted to 
lower diagonal form with diagonal elements zero, so that we 
may write 
m k i-1 
^i = .1^ ®3ij°j + .1^ 4ij^j + ^ 
Hence, 
m k 
m k 
^2 " ^ ^ ^321^1' 
m k A.-1 
laxjPj-
Then, by direct substitution of y^ into d^(y^,t). 
Pi = d^(y^,t) = m^^^O,U,t) 
and. 
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m 
P2 = <^2 ^ ^2'^^ ~ ^ Ï2(°'^'t) 
which implies 
I = S^O + Tj^U + Q^M^(0,U,t). 
A similar argument given for W results in 
W = SgO + TgU + QgMg(0,U,t). 
3.1.12. Theorem A TIDSY that is properly connected and 
has no-loops in its interconnection structure equations may 
be written as 
X = P(X,t) + A*(X,-t) + B*(t)U + Q*(t)M*(X,U,t) 
W = H*(X,t) + C*(t)U + E*(X,U,t) 
Where F;r"xJ-»'R", A*(X,t) = A*(t)H(X,t), A*(t)eM;R"^, 
B*(t)eM;R"'^, Q* (t) eM;R^®, M*:r"xR^xJ-»-R® , H*(X,t) = (t)H(X,t), 
Sg (t)sM;R®^, C*(t)eM;R®^, E*;r"xr'^xJ->R®. 
Proof; Given the system 
X = F(X,t) + BI 
0 = H(X,t) 
1 = S^O + T^U + Q^M^(0,U,t) 
W = S2O + TgU + QgMg(0,U,t) 
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Then, 
X = F(X,t) ,+ B(S^O + T^U + (0,U,t) ) 
= F(X,t) + BS^H(X,t) + BT^U + BQ^M^(0,U,t) 
= F(X,t) + A*(X,t) + B*(t)U + Q*(t)M*(X,U,t) 
Where A* = BS^ H(X,t) , B* = BT^, Q* = BQ^^, M* = M^(H(X,t) ,U,t). 
W = S2H(X,t) + T^U + QgMg (0,U,t) 
= H*(X,t) + C*(t)U + E*(X,U,t) 
where H* = S^K{X,t), C* = E* = (H(X,t),U;t). 
3.1.13. Example To fix ideas, consider the following 
system. 
_ J sin(') 
Figure 3.1.13.1. Example system 
Consider first the system without the dashed connections. 
We have. 
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-ai 0 
0 -a. 
1 0 
0 1 
Jl 
r 
i? 09 
1 0 
0 1 
(X = F(X,t) + BI) , (0 = HX) 
h 1 0 °i 1 0 -1 di(yi) yi 1 0 °1 
+ u + f sr 
h 0 1 °2 0 1 0 dj'ïa' Y2 0 1 °2 
(I = §0 + TU + QD(Y) ) , (Y = SO) 
Obviously the system is properly connected and R=R=T=Q=0. 
An output equation W is not germane to the intended illustra­
tion and is omitted. By Theorem 3.1.12 the composite system 
may be written as 
X = F(X,t) + A*X + B*U+Q*M*(X,U) . 
Because R = R = 0, we have = S, T^ = T, and = Q. Hence# 
z, I 
=2 1=2 
^1 -ai 0 ^1 1 0 ^1 1 
1 1—i 1 0 
1 
+ + u + 
^2 -^2 ^2 0 1 ^2 0 
1 0 
(X = F(X,t) + A*X + B"U+QM (X,U)). 
Now consider the system amended with the addition of the 
dashed interconnections. There are three nonlinear elements, 
one of which (d?) has two input variables. Hence, y, is a 
T 
two-dimensional vector input, y g = 
23 
Following the same approach given above, we have 
il 
'
 rH 
1 
0 - 1 0  % II 
u + 
i2 10 0 «2 
(I + T^U + Qj^D(Y)) 
^1 
^21 
^22 
^3 
(Y = S3HX + QgDfY)) 
To see that the system has no-loops, we look at the 
T T 
MATROID (Qo), where / (q^oo, q??,) r and 
T (qggg, ^331^ are viewed as (matrix) elements of a 1 x 3 row 
of Q3. 
MATCQj) = 
0 
0 
0 
-| 
0 
1 
0 
Then MATtQg) may be permuted to a lower diagonal form by 
interchanging columns 1 and 3, which implies no-loops. 
Hence, 
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il 1 II 1 
u + 
h 0 
(I = 
0 - 1 0  
10 0 
+ Q^M^(0,U)) 
(0,U) 
m^gfOfU) 
where - |0^|, m, „ = 
Then, 
12 ~ '^l'°2 "" Ogl, and = sin 0^, 
'^1 ® 
0 -a. 
1 0 
0 1 
u + 
•1 
0 
m*(X,U) 
m*(X,U) 
m*(X,U) 
(X = F(X,t) + A*X + B*U + 0*M*(X,U)) 
where = |z^|, = z^jzg - sin Zgl, and = sin Zg. 
The next important theorem establishes the equation form 
of a system which contains algebraic loops. 
3.1.14. Theorem A TIDSY that is properly connected and 
has loops in its interconnection structure equations can be 
written as 
X = F(X,t) + A*(X,t) + B*(t)U + Q*(t)D(Y,t) 
Y = S(X,t) + T(t)U + Q(t)D(Y,t) 
W = H*(X,t) + C*(t)U + E*(t)D(Y,t) 
Where r, a , b , n , C , Q are as previously aerinea in 
Theorem 3.1.12, S(X,t) = S-(t)H(X,t), S, (t) eM; T(t)eM;R^^, 
Q(t)eM;R^ , E*(t) = Q^(t)eM;R®", DîR^xJ-)-R°. 
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Proof ; From Definition 3.1.6 a TIDSY that is properly con­
nected and contains nonlinear algebraic elements in its 
interconnection structure is given by 
X = F(X,t) + BI 
0 = H(X,t) 
1 = S^O + + Q^DfYft) 
Y = SgO + T^U + QgDfYft) 
W = SjO + TgU + QgDtYft). 
Then, 
X = F(X,t) + B{S^O + T^U + Q^D(Y,t)) 
= F(X,t) + BS^H(X,t) + BT^U + BQ^D(Y,t) 
= F(X,t) + A*(X,t) + B*(t)U + Q*(t)D(Y,t) 
where A* = BS^H(X,t), B* = BT^, Q* = BQ^ 
Y = SgHfXft) + T3U + QgDfYft) 
= S(X,t) + T(t)U + Q(t)D(Y,t) 
where S = S^HtXyt), T = T^» 0 = Qg 
W = SgHfXft) + TgU + QgDfYft) 
= H*(X,t) + C*(t)U + E*(t)D(Y,t) 
Where H* = SgHfXft), C* = T^, E* = Qg' 
Before closing this section, we wish to establish condi­
tions under which the adjoining algebraic equation 
y = S(x,t) + T(t)U + Q(t)D(Y,t) 
of Theorem 3.1.14 is solvable for the variable Y. This 
suggests that we generalize and study the equation Y = N(Z,Y,t), 
where Z represents a general vector variable, and ask when a 
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unique solution Y = f(Z,t) exists. 
3.1.15. Theorem Let N(Z,Y,t) be a continuous function 
N : r'^xR^xJ-j-R^ defined on a region V = {(Z,Y,t):ZER^, |z| £ 3/ 
YeR^, \Y\<6, teJ, 0<t<Y}, Let N(0,0,t) = 0 for all te[0,Y] if 
and only if Z = Y = 0, and let N satisfy a Lipschitz condition 
on V, lN(Z^,Y^,t) - NtZgfYgftil^kilz^-Zgl+kglYi-Ygl, where 
and kg are fixed with 0<k2<l and k^>0. 
Then the equation Y = N(Z,Y,t) has a unique solution 
Y = f(Z,t) with 0 = f(0,t) such that |Yj^d and the solution 
I I (l-k?) 
is defined for |z|<p<min{3/ —r 5} for all 0<t<Y. Further-
^1 
more, the solution satisfies a Lipschitz condition 
k^ 
- f(Z2,t)|< IZj^ - Zjl. 
Proof; Let G be the family of all functions g(Z,t) such that: 
(i) g(Z,t) is continuous in Z and t for |Z|<p , 0<t<Y 
(where p and y are defined above) and its range is in R^, and 
(ii) g(0,t) = 0, |g(Z,t)|<6 for |z|<p and 0<t<Y. 
The norm on G is defined as 
II g(Z,t) II = SUP{ |g(Z,t) I : I z| <p, Ojtjy} which induces the 
metric d(g,h) =SUP{jg(Z,t) - h (Z,t) j : | Z j <p , 0<t<Y> for g, heG. 
Then G is complete, for if {g^} is a Cauchy sequence in G, 
then lim g = g^ exists, is continuous, vanishes at Z = 0, and 
n 
ggtZ/t) II <6 for all |z|<p, 0<t<y. Then gg^G. 
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Define the operator T[g](Z,t) = N(Z,g(Z,t),t). 
(i) We show T[g] exists and belongs to G. T[g] is 
defined and continuous for |z|<p, 0<t<Y by the conditions 
imposed on g and N. T[g](0/t) = N(0,g(0,t),t) = 0. Set 
Zg = Yg = 0, Z^ = Z, = g(Z,t) and use the Lipschitz condi­
tion to obtain 
II T[g] II = SUPlN(Z,g(Z,t),t) l<k^SUP|z|  + kgSUPjgfZft)! 
(1 - kg) 
£k^p + kg6 = 6 by the choice of p = 6. 
Hencer T[g]eG. 
(ii) ||T[g^] - Ttgglll = SUP |N (Z^g^^ (Z,t) ,t)-N (Z^gg (Z, t) ,t)l 
<k2SUP|gi(Z,t) - gg(Z,t)| 
^kyig^tZft) - ggfZft^l, 0<k2<l. 
Then T[g] is a contraction on G (see Definition 8.1.1 of 
Appendix A), and by application of Theorems 8.1.2 and 8.1.4 of 
Appendix A to conditions (i) and (ii), it follows that T[g] 
has a unique fixed point in G, say f(Z,t). Then there exists 
a solution Y = f(Z,t) such that f(Z,t) = N(Z,f(Z,t),t) for 
IZI £p and 0£t£Y• 
Since Y = f(Z,t) = N(Z,f(Z,t),t), we have 
|f(Z^,t) - ffZg/t)! = |N(Zi,f(Zi,t),t) - N(Z2,f (Zgrt) ,t) I 
< k^lz^ - Zgl + kalfCZ^ft) - ffZgft)! 
k, 
|f(z^,t) - f(Z2,t)|< 3^ jz^ - Zgl for all |z|<p, 0<t<y. 
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3.1.16. Remark Even though the equation Y = N(Z,Y,t) may 
have a solution, it may not be possible to find an explicit 
functional representation for the solution, and in practice 
the equation Y = N(Z,Y,t) may only be solvable numerically. 
This lends special emphasis to Theorem 3.1.15, for satisfying 
this theorem guarantees that Y = N(Z,Y,t) may be solved 
recursively. 
3.2. A Generalized Form and Some Special Casu:-
Section 3.1 established what a typical interconnected 
dynamical system form might be. In the following chapters we 
find it convenient to study a more general system form that 
describes an interconnected dynamical system containing 
algebraic loops. Systems are considered which may be repre­
sented by the set of ordinary differential equations 
Zi = f^tz^ft) + b^(X,U,Y,t), i = 1—m, 
Y = N(X,U,Y,t) (3.2.1) 
H- rx. n. , 
where z.eR , f. :R xJ+R , XeR for n = I n., UeR , and 
^ ^ i=l 1 
teJ. Y is an v-vector and may be decomposed (if desired) 
T T T ^4 ^ 
such that Y = (yj^#... ,y^ ), y.eR j = 1..X (v = S u.), 
n=1 
and then bj^:R^xR^xR^xJ->R N:R^xr'^xR^xJ->-R^, and N^\x,U,Y,t) 
= (n^(X,U,Y,t),...,n^(X,U,Y,t)). Letting F^(X,t) 
= (f][(Z^,t),...,f^(Zj^,t)) and B'^(X,U,Y,t) = (b^(X,U,Y,t),..., 
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T 
h^{X,U,Y,t) one can represent (3.2.1) as 
X = F(X,t) + B(X,U,Y,t) 
Y = N(X,U,Y,t) 
(3.2.2) 
where F:R^xJ->R^ B:R"xr'^XR^XJ->R'^ and N : R^xR^xR^X; System 
(3.2.2), which is of the form (3.2.1), is called a composite 
system. It may be viewed as a nonlinear time-varying inter­
connection of m isolated subsystems (ir^) which are of the form 
Zi = f^(z^,t). 
The functions B(X,U,Y,t) and N(X,U,Y,t) represent the inter­
connection structure which may contain algebraic loops. It 
may sometimes be descriptive to refer to system (3.2.2) as a 
dynamical equation adjoined (or constrained) by an algebraic 
equation that has loops. The output equation is omitted. 
We briefly identify some special cases which may be 
easily inferred by making appropriate modifications to the 
theory developed in Section 3.1. 
By changing Definition 3.1.3 to 
where b^, hj^ are real constant matrices and by making the 
interconnection structure equations of Definition 3.1.4 time 
invariant, we may infer the following forms: 
(i) A TIDSY with no-loops (Theorem 3.1.12) 
Zi = f^fz^ft) + b^j^ (3.2.3) 
X = F(X,t) + A*X + B*U + Q*M*(X,U,t) 
W = H*X + C*U + E*(X,U,t), 
(3.2.4) 
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where A*, B*, Q*, H*, and C* are real constant matrices of 
appropriate dimensions, and 
(ii) A TIDSY with algebraic loops (Theorem 3.1.14) 
X = F(X,t) + A*X + B*U + Q*D(Y,t) (3.2.5) 
Y = SX + TU + QD(Y,t) 
W = H*X + C*U + E*D(Y,t) 
where A*, B*, Q*, S, T, Q, H*, C*, and E* are real constant 
matrices of appropriate dimensions. 
Further simplifications can be made by assuming the 
algebraic nonlinearities to be autonomous, i.e., Pj = dj(yj), 
j = 1—X, and by assuming specific forms for the dynamic sub­
system function f^(z^,t), such as A^(t)z^ or A^z^, i = l..m. 
3.3. Examples 
We conclude this chapter with a variety of examples. 
3.3.1. Example Consider the scalar system 
X = -X + j 
j = u - X - j(y|yl) 
y = X - |(yiyl). 
This system is properly connected and an explicit solu­
tion y = f(x) for the algebraic constraint equation 
y = X - •j(y|y 1 ) is given as 
y = sign(x) [-1 + /I + 2 j x j ]. 
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3.3.1.1 Remark The closed form solution for y = x - G(y), 
G(y) = ^(y|yl)r is valid for all x. A recursive solution is 
not so richly endowed. For an arbitrary e, 0<e<l, 
T(y) =x-G(y) is contractive (see Definition 8.1.1 of Appendix 
A) on |y|<l -ewith Lipschitz constant = 1 - e, and a 
recursive solution exists for |x|<e(l - e). 
Physically, the example system may easily come about by 
considering the network in Figure 3.3.1.1. 
Figure 3.3.1.1. Network for example system 3.3.1 
auppose we wisfi to mociei ciie inaucûoï i — as a 
system with input and output i^. The nonlinear resistor 
R^ is modeled as p = d(y) with input i^ and output v^. For 
the dynamic subsystem, we have 
^RL = 
-R 
ÏT ^ è "RL' 
From KVL and KCL, we get 
^RL " ^0 ^RO " ^2' ~ ^ 2 ^4 
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Then, 
.  %  . . 1  
"L L ^ RL 
^RL ^0 " " 2 1^4 
^4 " 2R2 (^41^4!)" 
Hence, letting x = i^, y = i^, p = v^, and u = v^, we have 
the desired form. Eliminating j(Vj^) yields 
X = - X + 
" ïT " ir y|yl +1 
y = X - 2&-(ylyI)' 
which is of the general form X = F(X) + B(X,U,Y) 
Y = N(X,Y) . 
3.3.2. Example To illustrate techniques consider the 
following network (4). 
! 3 
' , A A A^C 
Figure 3.3.2.1. Example network 
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The equation laws for the nonlinear elements are: 
(i) a three-terminal nonlinear resistor described by 
ii 1 = + 3V2 - '*^2 
^2 = -^2'l -
(ii) a nonlinear capacitor described by a charge-
controlled curve 
^ 3 
Vo = 12q„ - q: 
^c = ^c , and 
(iii) a nonlinear inductor described by a flux-
controlled curve 
< 
i4 = •4 - •4 
= *4 
A natural decomposition might be the following: 
(i) Let = {C,R^} be dynamic subsystem 1 
Sg = {LfR^} be dynamic subsystem 2. 
(ii) Let the three-terminal resistor be a vector non­
linear element P = D(Y) such that 
'11 = dillYil'Viz) 
P12 " °^2(yii'yi2)' 
(iii) Let Vq, Iq be the system input variables and 
v^, i^ be the system output variables. 
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(iv) Make the following variable identifications 
^1 = 9c 
Z2 = U 
3l =13 o^ = V3 W]^ = 
h = ^2 °2 = ^4 *2 = 02 ' 
Yll = ^2 Pll = ^1 ^1 = ^ 0 
y12 = ^1 P12 = ^ 2 "2 = ^0 
The decomposed system is shown in Figure 3.3.2.2. 
^3 V3 _2_^ 
1 ^ 
"l 
-
D(Y) 
""2 , 
V, 
Figure 3.3.2.2. Decomposed network 
For S^: i] = ic + + Vj/R^ 
^3 = Sc + 5- (IZSc - <5c> 
c 
-12 
93 = -R-R R ^3 
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For Sj! Vj = 
'2 = ^'*4 - '''4' + *4 
*4 = -*L*4 + KL*4 + ^ 2 
z„ = 
= -V2 + \'2 
£2(22' + 32 
+ V, 
The interconnection equation is obtained from Kirchhoff's 
voltage and current laws. 
^0 - V3 - ?! = 0 13 - i, = * 
- ij = 0 
^2 + ^ 4 - = 0 
= fl'Sl' + h 
'2 '2 = ^2'^2' + i 
°1 ~ ^ 1^^1^ 
°2 = h2(=2' 
il = Pll = aii(Y) Yi = -«2 - °2 
:2 = P12 = ^12 
Hence, 
Zi 
y; = "1 - °i 
Zo = 
fl(=l) 1 0 dii(Y) 0^ hi(Zi) 
+ r — 
0 1 ^12<ï> °2 ^2'^2' 
11 
y-!3 
1 
0
 
1 ^
 1 
°1 0 ~1 
+ 
-1 0 o? 1 0 
-
_ _ 
u. 
u^ 
w. 
w. 
1 0 
0 1 
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A block diagram of the system is given in Figure 3.3.2.3. 
Pll 
D(Y) 
Figure 3.3.2.3. Interconnected model for example network 
3.3.2 
Hence, we have the no-loop form. 
X = F(X) + M*(X,U) 
W = H(X) 
where, 
2i = Zi> + {(Vo-(z2-=2))"3(vo-(z2-z2)) (i( 
+ (12z^-zJ))^+4(iQ+(12Zj^-z^))^} 
^2 ~ 
+2(in+(12zT-z3))2(Vn - (z, - Zj) )(VQ-(Zj-Zj) 
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and. 
= 12=1 -
w. =2 - =2 
3.3.3. Example Consider the general network shown in 
Figure 3.3.3.1 that contains diodes, linear inductors and 
capacitors, ideal sources, and linear and nonlinear resistors. 
DIODE 1 DIODE 2 O O O 
o 
o 
2 
Figure 3.3.3.1. General network 
Let the diodes be characterized by the relation (24) 
+ Tahd'Va)} + hglVg) = t(v^), where o^, are 
positive constants, h^(*) is a strictly-monotone increasing 
mapping of the real interval (-*,*) into itself, h^(0) =0, 
and h^(*)eC^ on (-">,«>). Let = T (v^) = c^v^ + • 
Since c^, are positive, h^(*) is continuous and strictly 
increasing, there exists a y ^ such that v^ = y so that 
"d "^d ^  (Uj) ) -
We proceed to show the existence of algebraic loops and 
formulate the state equation in its general form. Graph 
theory is used in the subsequent analysis, and the results 
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illustrate harmony with the interconnected theory. 
Assume the network graph has a proper tree, and let the 
branch voltages be and the link voltages be V^i. Similarly, 
let the branch currents be I,p and the link currents be I^pi. 
Recall that all capacitors, diodes, and independent voltage 
sources are in the proper tree, and that all the inductors 
and independent current sources are in the cotree. Then, we 
write (11) 
V^. 0  l -K  
- 4— 
K I 0 V„ 
(3.3.3.1) 
— 1 T 
where K = -Ai2^11 ~ ®12f ~ ~^llf' where A is the reduced 
incidence seg matrix, B is the fundamental circ matrix, and S 
is the fundamental seg matrix. 
In detail, we have 
'cs 
V. 
rn 
vs 
L yiii 
iKis ^16 ^17 ^18 ^19 
'"25 "26 "27 "28 ^29 
1^35 ^36 K37 ^38 ^39 
1*45 ^46 K47 ^48 K49 
^51 ^52 ^3 ^54 
^61 ^62 ^63 
K71 ^72 ^73 ^74 
^81 ^82 ^83 ^84 
Si ^92 ^93 ^4 
cs 
rn 
V 
V. 
vs 
V 
(3.3.3.2) 
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where i^, are the terminal variables for the linear 
resistive elements in the cotree; i v are the terminal g g 
variables for the linear resistive elements in the tree; i^^ 
v^^ are the terminal variables for the nonlinear resistive 
elements in the cotree, and i , v are the terminal variables gn gn 
for the nonlinear resistive elements in the tree. We outline 
the ensuing algebraic manipulations as follows: 
(i) write the matrix equations (indicated or imbedded in 
(3.3.3.2)) for the row groups (v^, i^, i^), (i^, v^), and 
(ig^, v^^) and replace the left-hand members by their equi­
valents (Ligf C v^, T(v^)), (G v^, R i^), and (g (v^„) , f (i^^) ), 
•£• - c 
respectively. 
gn 
(ii) solve for (v^, i^) and substitute this expression 
into the other two equations to eliminate (v^, i^). This 
results in the equations 
— — 
— — 
— — Î 
^vs ^gn 
^c 
= [M^] 
^C + [M2] + [M3] 
T(v^)_ 
Jd fcs_ J-rn 
(3.3.3.3) 
= [«4! 
V 
V . 
+ [Mg] 
V. 
vs 
cs 
+ [Mg] 
gn 
rn 
(3.3.3.4) 
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which may have an algebraic loop, where the [M^], i 
are defined as 
= A + BA', Mg = D + BB', M2=C'+ BC", 
M. = M + HA', Mr = N + HB', = P + HC", 
where. 
A = 
K 51 
c-\^ 0 
A' 
E -G~^K 
—I -1 
83 
-R-^Kss E 
g"^K 
83 
0 R-^Kjg 
B = 
l"^K 18 
-1 C K 63 
, B' = 
E 
-1 
-R K 
K 53 
-1 
38 
-1 
-G K__ OJ 
E r"^K 37 
C = 
—• 1 
L K 19 
C"^K 64 
'54 
, C" 
-1 
E 
•^'\b E 
-1 
R K 39 
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D = 
l"^K 17 
0 
0 
-1 C K 62 
K 52 
/ H = 
0 K 
K 48 
93 
0 
, M = 
Kgi 0 0 
0 *46 *45 
N = 
K 47 
K 92 
0 
, and P = 
0 K 
K 49 
94 
0 
By solving for i^^ (assuming Mg inverse exists) in 
(3.3.3.4) and substituting this into (3.3.3.3), we arrive at 
the form 
t 
^c 
= [F'] ^
C 
T (Va)_ 
Jd 
+ [B*] 
V. 
vs 
cs 
+ [Q*]  
9'V' 
^<irn> 
V gn 
rn 
= [S] V 
V . 
+ [T] 
^vs 
+ [Q]  
9  < V '  
f'rn'. 
where the stated matrices are defined by the resulting algebra. 
Using the fact that T(v^) can be expressed as + h^ (v (P-s)).-
SJ^  \JL SJi 
where v, = y ^(Uj)^ we may write the final form as 
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X = F(X) + A*(X) + B*U + Q*D(y) = F (X) + B(X,U,Y) 
Y = S(X) + TU + QD{Y) = N(X,U,Y) 
m  m m r p  m  r n  m  m  m  m  
where X = = (Vyg.ics), 
D(Y)^ = (9^(Vgn), 
F i x )  =  F22VC 
-ha(Y'^(iia>) + f33Y'^(Ua> 
A * ( X )  =  
^12^c ^13? (^3) 
^31^5, •*" ^32^0 
S(X) = 
^12^c "*• (Ua) 13' 
-1 
Soi in 
G31I& ^  ^32^c •*• S33Y ^(^3) 
For this form, the dynamic subsystems are interpreted as the 
mathematical collection of terms in the vector F(X), and the 
algebraic elements are the collection of nonlinear resistors. 
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4. EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS OF SOLUTIONS 
A very fundamental topic in analysis is well-posedness, 
that is to say, the question of existence and uniqueness of 
solutions. In many situations well-posedness is taken for 
granted, and one proceeds with the desired analysis. In 
general, this is not the case for a dynamical equation 
adjoined with a nonlinear algebraic equation containing a 
loop. When a solution of such a system does exist, it most 
likely will exist in a very local manner, and it becomes 
important to estimate the region of existence. This is 
significant information in the sense that the estimates enable 
one to intelligently numerically solve the equations. Further­
more, for physical systems, the results may imply that the 
modeling is not as good as it could be, or may possibly be 
incorrect. 
4.1. Existence and Uniqueness 
The existence and uniqueness of solutions for a 
dynamical system which contains algebraic loops is now in­
vestigated. In the ensuing development the notation "a region 
V" is used to generally describe either open or closed sets, 
whereas "domain" is used precisely to mean an open connected 
set (3, 5, 10). 
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Consider the general system form defined by (3.2.2) 
X = F(X,t) + B(X,U,Y,t) 
Y = N(X,U,Y,t) 
As is customary, all discussion of system (3.2.2) addresses 
functions whereby the presence of a fixed and continuous 
system input U(t) is suppressed and is implicitly incorporated 
with time t. The notation B(X,Y,t) will be used in place of 
B(X,U,Y,t) and similarly for N, so that we may write 
X = F(X,t) + B(X,Y,t) 
(n) 
Y = N(X,Y,t) 
where Xer'^, YeR^, te J, F;r"xJ->-r", B : r"xR^xJ-»-R^ , N:R^xR^xJ->R^, 
and F, B, and N are continuous and defined on a region V, We 
now consider the existence of solutions for composite system 
(II) . 
4.1.1. Definition By the initial value problem (II) , we 
mean a pair of functions (X(t), Y(t)) = (X(t), f(X(t),t)) that 
satisfy system (11) , are continuous in t on interval I, and 
satisfy the initial conditions X(0) = X^cR^, XQ arbitrary, 
Y(0) = YqER^, Yq dependent on X^ such that Y^ = f(XQ,0) = 
N(XQ,YQ,0) where (X^,YQ,0) el?. 
It is emphasized that physically X^ is the only arbitrary 
initial value. Although YQ has little physical value, it does 
satisfy one's preconditioned notion of what the initial values 
of system (11) should be. In the subsequent development we 
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consider a slightly different point of view concerning the 
initial conditions. Definition 4.1.1 alludes to the existence 
of an initial fixed point at t = 0 of the adjoining algebraic 
equation. In many cases it may be of value to address the 
question of existence by beginning with an arbitrary Y, 
denoted by (where the possibility that Y^ = YQ is included). 
In some respects this is a natural approach, especially from a 
computational viewpoint, since Yg is not usually known 
a priori. 
First consider the algebraic equation Y = N(X,Y,t). 
4.1.2. Theorem Let N(X,Y,t) be a continuous function 
from R^xR^xJ-^R^ defined on a region 1) = { (X,Y,t) zXeR^, 
|x - YeR^, |Y - 0 < t <^3^}. Let N satisfy a 
Lipschitz condition on V jN(Xj^,Y^,t) - N (X2 ,Y2, t) j <ki ] X^ - Xg | 
+ kgjY^ - Ygl, where k^ and kg are fixed with 0<k2<l and 
k^>0. Let |N(XQ,Y^,t) - Y^l<(l-c) (l-kg)^^^ for all t, 0<t<y^, 
for some ce(0,1). 
Then the equation Y = N(X,Y,t) has a unique solution 
Y = f(x,t) with YQ = f(XQ,0) such that |Y - Y^|<ô^ and the 
(l-k.iG, 
solution is defined for |x - XQ|<p<min{B^, c } and 
for all 0<t<y,. Furthermore, the solution satisfies a 
k, 
Lipschitz condition, |f(X^,t) - f(X2,t)|< |X^ - Xg| for 
all IX - Xgljp and 0<t<Y2 and is continuous in t. 
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Proof ! By application of Theorem 8.1.4 of Appendix A to the 
condition |N(XQ,Y^,t) - Ygj^tl-cltl-kg)^^ for all t, O^txy^, 
it follows that there exists a Y(t) such that N(XQ,Y(t),t) = 
Y(t) for all 0<t<Y^, and Y(t) is continuous in t. Hence, for 
t = 0, we have Y(0) = YQ and N(XQ,YQ,0) = Yg. We now con­
struct a space of functions having appropriate desirable 
properties and show that a solution exists in this space. 
Let G be the family of all functions g(X,t) such that: 
(i) g(X,t) is continuous in X and t for |x - Xq|<p, 
0<t<Y2^ (where p is defined above) and has range in and 
(ii) gCXgfO) = Yq, |g(X,t) - YgJ<6^ for all |x - Xq|<p, 
The norm on G is defined as ||g(X,t)|| = 
SUP{I g(X,t)I : IX - XQ|<p, O^txy^}. Then G is complete. Define 
the operator T[g](X,t) = N(X,g(X,t),t). We show T[g] belongs 
to G. T[g] is defined and continuous for |x - XQ|<p, 
by the construction of g and the continuity of N. 
TEg] = Yy because g(XQ,0) - Y^ and N(XQ,YQ,0) = YQ . 
(i) 
iiT[g] {X,t)-Yj! = ljT[g] (X,t)-N (XQ,Y^,t)+N (XQ,Y^,t)-Y^|j 
= SUP|N(X,g(X,t),t)-N(XQ,Y^,t)+N(XQ,Y^,t)-Y^l 
< SUP{ i N (Xg (X1 ) ,-1 ) -N (X : Y^ , t) Î + ! N (Xp . Y t ) -Y ! } 
w d u d d 
< SUP{ki I X-Xo I +1^2 I 5 , t) -Y^ I + IN (XQ , Y^, t) -Y^ i } 
< kj^p + kgd^ (l~c) (l-kg)^^ = 5^ 
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(l-kj) 
by the choice of p = c — 6^. 
Hence, T[g]eG. 
(ii) ||T[g^]-T[g2]|l = SUP [n (X,gjL (X, t) ,t)-N (X,g2 (X, t) ,t) 1 
< kg SUPlg^(X,t) - ggtXft) I 
= kgll gi(X,t)-g2(X,t)H , 0<k2<l. 
Then T[g] is a contraction on G and by application of Theorems 
8.1.2 and 8.1.4 of Appendix A to conditions (i) and (ii) , it 
follows that T[g] has a unique fixed point in G, say f(X,t), 
such that f(X,t) = N(X,f(X,t),t) for |X - XqI<p and 0<t<Y-j^. 
Since Y = f(X,t) = N(X,f(X,t),t), we have 
|f(X^,t) - f(X2,t)| = |N(Xi,f(Xi,t),t) - N(X2ff(X2ft),t)| 
< k^lx^ - X2I + k^lftX^ft) - f(X2,t)| 
k^ 
|f(Xi,t) - f(X2,t)|< 33^- |X^ - Xgl for |X - Xq1<p , 0<t<Yi. 
The following corollary addresses the autonomous equation. 
The proof is omitted as it directly follows from Theorem 4.1.2. 
4.1.3. Corollary Let N(X,Y) be a continuous function from 
defined on a region V = {(X,Y):XeR^, jx-Xgl^g^, 
YeR^, |Y-Y^|<6^}. Let N satisfy a Lipschitz condition in P, 
|N(X^,Y^) - N(X2,Y2)|< - Xgi + = Ygl, where and 
k2 are fixed and 0<k2<l and k^>0. Let |N(Xq,Y^) -
(l-citl-kgjG^, for some ce (0,1). 
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Then the equation Y = N(X,Y) has a unique solution 
Y = f(X) with YQ = ffXg) such that |Y - Y^|<6^ and the solu-
c(l-k.) 
tion is defined for | X - Xq I <p<min{3-|^/ 6^}. The 
solution satisfies the Lipschitz condition 
|f(X^) - f(X2)|< 1X3^ - Xgl for |X - XQ|<p. 
Returning to the differential equation X = F(X,t) + 
B(X,Y,t), we have, for a given continuous Y and the assumed 
continuity of F and B on a region V: 
4.1.4. Lemma If #(t) is a solution of the initial value 
problem X = F(X,t) + B(X,Y,t); *(0) = XQ, (XQ,0)Ep, on an 
interval I, Oel, then (p satisfies the integral equation 
rt 
{F(K(s),s) + B (X(s) ,Y(s) ,s) }ds on I. Conversely, 
0 
X = Xo + 
if X(t) is a solution of the integral equation on an interval 
I, Oel, then x(t) satisfies the differential equation 
X = F(X,t') + B(X,Y,t) on I and also the initial condition XQ. 
Lemma 4.1.4 permits one to establish the existence of a 
solution of the differential equation by proving existence of 
a solution to the integral equation. Hence, finding a solu­
tion to the integral equation is equivalent to finding a 
solution to the corresponding differential equation. This is 
important because integrals are in general easier to estimate 
than derivatives. 
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We are now in a position to state and prove an existence 
theorem for the solution of composite system (11). 
4.1.5. Theorem Let the system (II) satisfy the following 
conditions ; 
(i) F(X,t) and B(X,Y,t) are continuous and satisfy 
Lipschitz conditions on the closed sets {|x - Xol<#2' 
|Y - YaliGg, 0<t<Y2}, 
|F(Xi,t) - F(X2,t)l<Lp|x^ - Xgl, fixed Lp>0, 
|B(Xi,Yi,t) - B(X2,Y2,t)|< L^lx^ - X^l + LglY^ - Ygl, 
where and Lg are fixed and L^>0 and 
(ii) The algebraic equation Y = N(X,Y,t) satisfies 
Theorem 4.1.2. 
(3.11) Let Y<min{Yj^,Y2' (L^ + L^) (l-kg) + 
where G = min{P,32>/ ^ min{6J ,^62}, = SUP{|F|:|X - x^l^G, 
0<t<Y2>/ and = SUP{|B|:|x - Xq|<g, |Y - Y^1<0, O^tXYg}-
Then (H) has a unique solution in the region 
V = {(X,Y,t ) :XER*,  |x -  Xq |<B,  YER^,  |Y  -  YGJ<5,  0<t<Y>-
Proof ; Let S be the space of continuous n-dimensional func­
tions defined on the interval [0,Y1 (Y defined by (iii)) with 
norm ||x || = SUP{ |x(t) | :0<t<Y}= Let Bq be the closed sphere 
B(Xq,3); the set of all points XeX such that ||x(t) - Xq ||<B. 
From hypothesis (ii), Y = f(X,t) for |X - Xn|<g, 0<t<Y. Then, 
fo?: all X(t)eBQ and for each fixed t, 0<t<Y, we have 
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|x(t) - Xq|<3. Hence, for all X(t)EBQ, we have Y(t) 
f(X(t),t) for all t, 0<t<Y. Define the mapping T[X,Y](t) from 
Bq into S by T[X,Y](t) = Xq + | {F(X(s),s) + B(X(s),Y(s),s)}ds, 
where Y(s) = f(X(s),s), X(s)eBQ, 0<s<y. 
(i) T;Bq-Bq, i.e., l|T[x,Y](t) - Xq ||<3. 
ft 
i|T[X,Y] (t) - Xq||= SUPIXq + J (^F(X(s),s) + B(X(s) ,Y(s) ,s) )DS-XQ| 
ft 
<SUP { |F(X(s) ,s) 1 + |B(X(s) ,Y(s) ,s) 1 }ds 
J 0 
ft 
<SUPj (Mp + Mg)ds = (Mj, + Mg)Y<3 by (iii). 
(ii) To show T is a contraction, we have 
I I  T[Xi ,Y\] (t) - T[X,,Y^] (t)|| = SUPj f  {F(X, (s) ,s) - F(X^(s) ,s) 
XX ^ JQX ^ 
+ B(Xj^(s),Y^(s) ,s) - B(X2 (s) ,Y2 (s) ,s) }ds I 
ft. 
<SUP {|F(X^(s),S) -F(X2(S),S) | + |B(X^(S) ,Yj^(S) ,S) 
- B(X,(s),Y,(s),s) |}ds 
<SUPj ^ (LpIX^-XgIIX^-XgI+L2IY^-Yg|)ds 
ft L„k, 
<SUP| {(L„+LJ |Xt-XJ+ IX^-Xjlds 
ft L.k, 
< 1  F T .  4 .  T .  4 .  — - F — I . 1  C T T D  I V  -  V  I  / I ,  
-Jo'^F • "1 • l-k,'~~"'"l "2'"" 
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"(Lp+L^) (l-kgl+Lgk^ 
l-k2 Y \\\ - XG II 
By use of hypothesis (iii), T is a contraction on Bq. It 
follows that there exists a unique X(t) such that 
X(t) = F(X(t),t) + B(X(t),Y(t),t),Y(t) = f(X(t),t). But from 
Theorem 4.1.2, this X(t) also satisfies Y(t) = f(X(t),t) = 
N(X(t), f(X(t),t),t), so that X(t) satisfies system (11). 
Hence, (J) (t) = (X(t),Y(t)) = (X (t) ,f (X(t) ,t) ) satisfies (11) 
with initial conditions X(0) = Xq, Yq = f(XQ,0) = N(Xq,Yq,0). 
4.1.6. Remark Less conservative estimates for the solu­
tion region parameters p, and y of the preceding theorems 
may be obtained by assuming a knowledge of Yq and giving the 
hypotheses in terms of Yq. However, this approach will often 
necessitate the application of Theorem 8.1.3 of Appendix 
A to the algebraic equation at t = 0, prior to beginning, in 
order to establish Y_. 
" u 
The next theorem presents a more unified approach to the 
condition of existence. This is accomplished by viewing the 
dynamic and nondynamic equations as one entity and performing 
the analysis in this setting. Some preliminary stagework is 
first in order. Let; 
(i) be the space of continuous n-dimensional vector 
functions X(t) defined on the interval 0<t<y with metric 
11 X^ - Xg w = supilx^ - Xgl: 0<t<Y}; 
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(II) be the space of continuous v-dlmenslonal vector 
functions Y(t) defined on the Interval 0<t<y with metric 
II - Yg W = SUP{|Y  ^ - YGL: 0<t<Y}, and 
(III) be the product space of ordered pairs of 
continuous n and v-dlmenslonal vector functions Z(t) = 
(X(t),Y(t)) on the Interval 0<t<y with metric || - ZGLJ = 
I I  \ -  XG - YGLL .  
Then, (C^Y ||x|| ) , (Cy, ||Y ||), and (C^^, ||z ||) are complete. 
Again consider system (11) and Identify the operators 
ft 
0 
A ft 
gi[X,Y](t) = Xq + j {F(X(s),s) + B(X(s) ,Y(s),s) }ds 
g2[X,Y](t) A N(X(t),Y(t),t). 
Hence, write G[Z](t) = (g^^[X,Y] (t) , g2[X,Y](t)), the ordered 
pair of operators, where Z = (X,Y), the order pair of vector 
functions. 
4 . 1 . 7 .  T h ê O r ê l û  Let the SyStêiTi (II) uê defined On a reyion 
V = {(X,Y,t):XeR^,|x - XGJJG, YeR^, |Y - Y^|<6, teJ, 0<t<Y}. 
Then (11) has a unique solution Z = (X,Y) in V with Z^ = (Xq,Yq), 
Yq = N(Xq,Yq,0), if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(1) F(X,t) and B(X,Y,t) are continuous in V where they 
satisfy the Llpschltz conditions 
|F(X^,t) - F(X2,t)|<Lp|x^ - Xgl, fixed Lp>0, 
| B ( X . , Y ^ , t )  -  B ( X _ , Y _ ; t ) | < L ^ ! x ^  -  X _ ! +  L - l Y ^  - Y.j, .. L .  
fixed and L^, 
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(ii) N(X,Y,t) is continuous in V where it satisfies the 
Lipschitz condition 
|N(Xj^,Yj^,t) - N(X2,y2/t) |<k^|x^ - Xgl + k^jY^ - Yg}, where 
and kg are fixed with 0<k^<l and 0<k2<l. 
(iii) K* = max{([Lp + + k^), (LgY + k2)}<l. 
(iv) IIt(Z^) - Z^ll < (1-K*) (3+<S) , where T(Z) is the 
operator T(Z) = G[Z] (t) and Z^ = (Xq,Y^) . 
Proof : Define the operator T(Z) = G[Z](t) and construct the 
closed sets in and as follows: 
B^(Xq,3) = {XeC^:||x - XqH <e} 
B^(Ya,ô) = {YeC^:||Y - Y^|| <6} 
®nv^^O + Yg/ B + 3) = {(X,Y)eC^^:l| X - XqI| + ||Y - Y^H <B + 6}. 
As is usual, to show existence and uniqueness we show that 
(i) T(Z) is a contraction on and (ii) T(Z) maps B^^ into 
V-
(i) ||T(Z]^) - TCZg) 11 = 11 G [Z^] (t) -GlZg] (t) 11 
= SUPlg^ [Z^](t) - g^CZg](t)1 
+ SUPlggCZ^](t) - ggtZg](t)1 
Substitute for and gg» take norms inside the integral, and 
use the Lipschitz conditions to obtain 
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ft 
||T(Z^)-T(Z2) H < SUPj^{L^|x^ - X2I+ Li|Xi - X^lf - Y21 }ds 
+ SUP{kj^IX^ - Xgl + k^lY^ - Y2I} 
<{(Lp + L^)Y + ki}|| X^ - X2II+ {LgY + kglHYi-YzM 
<K*(||Xl - X2II +11 Y^ - Ygll) = K*|| Z^ - Z2II 
where K* is defined in hypothesis (iii) and is less than one. 
Thus, T(Z) is a contraction on 
(ii) From hypothesis (iv), we have || T(Z^) - Z^|| < 
(l-K*)(3+ô). Hence, it follows from Corollary 8.1.5 of 
Appendix A that there exists a unique solution Z = (X,Y) con­
tinuous in t on P. Therefore, at t = 0 we must have the 
condition Yq = N(Xq,Yq,0). 
To demonstrate that satisfying hypothesis (iv) is equi­
valent to showing that T(Z) maps into B^^, consider the 
following: 
llTfZ^ - Z II = IIT(Z) - T(Z ) + T(Z ) - Z II 
" • • a" •• • • a a a" 
< ||T(Z) - T(Z^) 11 + 11 T(Z^) - Z^ll 
Using condition (i) of the proof and hypothesis (iv), we have 
|[T(Z) - Z^ll < K* ||Z - Z^ll + (1-K*) (3+6) 
But I I  Z - Z^ll < ($+6) ,  hence 
||T(Z) - Z^ll < K*(B+ô) + (1-K*) (B+6) = B + 6. 
Then T(Z) maps B^^ into B^^,. 
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4.1.8. Remark Note that this formulation yields more con­
servative results than Theorem 4.1.5. In Theorem 4.1.7 it is 
required that both and kg be less than one. 
4.1.9. Corollary Let the system (II) be defined on a 
region V = {(X,Y,t):XeR*, |X-Xo|<G, |Y - Y^1<0, teJ, 
0<t<Y}. For the special case F(X,t) = A(t)X, system (II) has 
a unique solution Z = (X,Y) in V, with Zq = (Xq,Yq), 
Yq = N(Xq,Yq,0), if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) A(t) and B(X,Y,t) are continuous in V, where B(X,Y,t) 
satisfies a Lipschitz condition 
|B(Xi,Yi,t) - B(X2,Y2,t)|< l^jX^ - X^j + LglY^ - Y^\, 
where and Lg are fixed and L^>0 and L2>0. 
(ii) N(X,Y,t) is continuous in V and satisfies the 
Lipschitz condition 
iNCX^fY^ft) - N(X2,Y2,t)|< k^jx^ - Xgl + kglY^ - Y21, 
where k^^, kg are fixed and ù<kj^<i and û<k2<l. 
(iii) K* = max{(MgL^Y + k^), (M^L2Y + k2)}<l, where 
= SUP{|a(t)|:0<t<Y}; &(t) is the fundamental matrix for the 
free system X = A(t)X. 
(iv) IIT(Z^) - Z^ll < (l-K*)(B+6), where T(Z) is the 
operator G[Z](t), the ordered pair 
($(t)X. + f *(t,s)B(X(s),Y(s),s)ds, N(X(t),Y(t),t)), and 
" Jo 
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Proof; By the variation of constants formula (3), we may 
write X = A(t)X + B(X,Y,t) as 
ft 
X = $Xq + $(t,s)B(X(s),Y(s),s)ds, 
0 
where $(t) is the fundamental matrix for the free system 
X = A(t)X. Define G[Z](t) as stated in hypothesis (iv). The 
remainder of the proof emulates the procedure given in Theorem 
4.1.7. 
The existence theorems imply that a solution exists on 
perhaps some small interval contained in the original region 
of definition. The next theorem addresses the question of 
whether or not the solution may be extended to a larger 
interval. Only extensions to the right are considered. 
4.1.10. Theorem Given the system (II) defined on a region 
V = {(X,Y,t):XeR", |X - Xgl^g, YeR^, \Y - Y^|<0, teJ, OKtxy}. 
Let F, B, and M bs continuous on P. Let (!)(t;Zy.-0) be a 
solution existing on the interval 0<t<y, and (J)(0;Zq,0) 
= ^0 = 
Then, lim #(t;ZQ,0) exists and equals (|) (y; Zq,0) (the 
t+y-
notation t+y- means t approaches y from below), and if 
(9 (y;Zq,0),y)ey, then the solution can be extended to the 
right of y until the solution meets the boundary of V, 
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Proof: Let t^, tg be any two points in the interval 0<t<Y 
such that 0<t^<t2. 
(i) Let the system (II) be formulated in the previously 
developed product space setting. Since (j) (t) = (^^(tjfOgtt)) 
= (X(t),Y(t)) = (X(t),f(X(t),t)) is a solution it must satisfy 
(j)(t^;ZQ,0) = G[(()(t^;ZQ,0] (tj^) 
^(tgTZQfO) = (g^[0(t2;ZQ,0](t2), ggEOftgpZQ'Ollftg)). 
- <f)(t^)| = Igj^[(})(t2/ZQ,0)] (t2) - g^[(()(t^;ZQ,0)] (tj^) 1 
+ |g2[0(t2;ZQ,0)](t2) - g2[(('(tj^;ZQ,0)] (tj^) 1 
= I (F(X(s),s) + B(X(s),Y(s),s))ds| 
+ |N(X(t2),Y(t2),t2) - N(X(t^) ,Y(tj^) ,t^) 1 
From the continuity of F and B on V, M„ = SUPjFj and 
Mg = SUP|B| exist. Hence, 
(g^[(j)(t3^;ZQ,0] (t^) , g2 [<}) (tj^jZ^^O) ] (t^)). 
and similarly for 
Then, 
+ lNfXft_).Y(t_).t.) - N(X(t, ) ,Y(t, ) ,t, ) I  
^  A '  '  '  A '  '  Z .  J _  _ L  _ L  
f (lF(X(s) ,s) | + |B(X(s) ,Y(s) ,s) I )ds 
+ |N(X(t2),Y(t2),t2) - N(X(ti),Y(ti),ti)| 
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Taking the limit as t^^ tg^Y-, we have 
limloftg) - lim{ (Mp + M^iCtg - t^)} 
+ limjNfXttgifYttgiftg) - N(X(t^) ,Y{t^) ,t^) I  
By the continuity of N, liml^^tg) - | = 0. Thus, by the 
Cauchy convergence criteria, <|)(Y;Zq,0) exists. 
(ii) Suppose <|)(t) cannot be extended up to the boundary 
of V, but can only be extended on the right to an interval 
0<t<t. By (i), 0(t) = lim (()(t) exists. Hence, if ((f)(t),t) 
t->£ 
is a boundary point, the proof is finished. If not, there is 
a hypercylinder at (cj) (t) , t)cp. But this implies (j) (t) can be 
extended to the right by the argument given in (i). This is 
a contradiction to the first statement. 
We next present a corollary for one of the special cases 
tabulated in Section 3.2. Of interest here is the system 
X = F(X,t) + A*X + B*U + Q*D(Y,t) 
(%') 
Y = SX + TU + QD(Y,t) 
which relates to Equation 3.2.5. Recall that the matrices 
given in (II') are real and constant. 
4.1.11. Corollary Let the system (11') be defined on a 
region V = {(X,Y,t):XGR*, |x - Xgl^g, YeR^, \Y - Y^|<0, teJ, 
0<t<Y}. Then system (II') has a unique solution Z = (X,Y) in 
V if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) F(X,t) and D(Y,t) are continuous in V where they 
satisfy Lipschitz conditions 
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|F(Xi,t) - F(X2/t)|< Lplx^ - Xgl, fixed L^>0, 
|D(Y^,t) - D(Y2,t)|< L^jY^ - Ygj, fixed Lp>0. 
(ii) K* = max{(LpM*Y + |s|), (M^1Q*1Lj^y + |Q|Lp)}<l, 
A*+-
Where = SUP{|$(t)|;0<t<Y}, $(t) = e 
(iii) llT(Z^) - Z^II < (l-K*)(B+6), = (Xq,Y^) and where 
T(Z) is the operator G[Z](t), i.e., the ordered pair 
($Xq + I $(t,s)[F(X(s),s) + B*U(s) + Q*D(Y(s),s)]ds, 
SX(t) + TU(t) + QD(Y(t),t)). 
Proof; The proof parallels that of Corollary 4.1.9. 
We close this chapter with the following corollary and 
an example. Consider the particular case of system (11') with 
F(X,t) = A(t)X. Due to the special nature of the differential 
equation, we may explicitly represent X in terms of U and Y. 
4.1.12. Corollary Let the system (11') be defined on a 
region V = {(X,Y,t):XER*, YER^, |Y - Y^|<6, teJ, 0<t<y}. For 
the particular case F(X,t) = A(t)X, system (IT') has a unique 
solution in V if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) A(t) is continuous in P. 
(ii) D(Y,t) is continuous in V and satisfies the 
Lipschitz condition |D(Y^,t) - D(Y2,t)|< L^jY^ - Yg], fixed 
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(iii) K* = ( | s | m ^ 1 q * 1L j^y + 1q1L j^ ) < 1 ,  where 
= SUP{|$(t)|:0<t<y} and where 0(t) is the fundamental 
matrix for the free system X = (A(t) + A*)X. 
(iv) IIt(Y^) - Y^ll < (1-K*)ô, where T(Y) is the operator 
T(Y) = S{$(t)XQ + *(t,s)(B U(s) + Q D(Y(s),s))ds}+ TU(t) 
Proof; Let X = $(t)XQ + 0(t,s)(B*U(s) + Q*D(Y(s),s))ds 
+ QD(Y(t),t). 
t 
( 
0 
represent a solution to the differential equation by invoking 
Lemma 4.1.4 and the variation of constants formula. $(t) is 
defined in hypothesis (iii). Define the operator T(Y) as in 
hypothesis (iv). Let T be the space of continuous v-
dimensional functions with norm |1y || = SUP{ | Y (t) | :0<t<Y} . 
Look at the closed set in T, B(Y ,6) = {YeT:||Y - Y ||<6}. 
(i) \\T{Y^) - T(Y2)|1 = SUP IS 
t 
$(T,S)0*(D(YI (S) ,S) 
0 
- D(Y2(s),s))ds + Q(D(Y^(t),t) - D(Y2(t),t)) 
By the usual process, we have 
I I  T I Y ^ I  -  T ( Y 2 ) | | < ( | S | M j | Q * | L p Y  " I "  I Q I V H ^ I  "  " a H  
= K*ll \ - *2 II-
Thus, by use of hypothesis (iii), T(Y) is a contraction on 
n(y -fi) . 
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(ii) In view of hypothesis (iv), T(Y) maps B(Y^,6) into 
B(y ,6) using the argument given in Theorem 4.1.7. Hence, it 
follows that a unique solution exists. 
4.1.13. Remark In practice, the fundamental matrix $(t) 
for a time-varying free system of the form X = B(t)X may be 
difficult to compute. The application of Corollary 4.1.11 
A*t 
results in one needing only to determine e , which is 
straightforward. Conversely, Corollary 4.1.11 requires that 
the maximum of two quantities be less than one, a somewhat 
more conservative result. Finally, if A(t) = A, a real 
constant matrix, then Corollary 4.1.12.is especially useful 
(21). 
4.1.14. Example Consider the following initial value 
problem; a free, scalar, autonomous system defined as 
F(x) + B(y) 1/3 X = -X - y ' 
1/3 y  =  ô x  -  y  '  IN IX,y;, xiu; = o. 
Look at the region = {(x,y):xeR, |y|<l}. The first 
observation is that y^^^ is not Lipschitzian in V^. Hence, 
Corollary 4.1.3 does not apply to N(x,y). 
Now consider the region Pg ~ {(x,y):{xeR, yeR} 
- Pp = {jxj <1.533, jy { <. 13245}}, i.e», Pg the K'^y plane 
minus the "forbidden" region V^. N(x,y) satisfies a Lipschitz 
condition with k^<l in V^. We may arbitrarily define any 
region V^, say = {(x,y):|x - Xq|<2, |y - y^|<l}/ such that 
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= (j), and arbitrarily pick y^, say 2. Compute = 1/2, 
kg = 1/3 and |N(6,2) - 2| = .26<.266 = (l-citl-kg)^^, c = .6. 
Hence, N(x,y) satisfies Corollary 4,1.3 on and it is con­
cluded that a solution y = f(x) exists, y^ = ffx^) = 1.787, 
and the solution is defined for |x - 6 1 <p< (c (l-kg) /k^^ = .8, 
and furthermore, f(x) maps into |y - 2|<1 for all xe(x - 6|<.8. 
Call this "box" Vy The graph of y = f(x) is given in 
Table 4.1.14.1. 
Table 4.1.14.1. Graph of y = f(x) in 
X y 
5.200 1.464 
5.500 1.584 
6.000 1.787 (x^,y^) 
6.500 1.991 " " 
6.800 2.116 
Looking at x = F(x) + B(y) on results in = 1 and 
= 1/3. Using Theorem 4.1.5, a solution is guaranteed to 
exist in starting at Xq = 6 (yg = 1.787), for approximately 
e y<min 
(i-kj) 
Mp + Mb ' Lpd-kj) + Ljkj = min{.097, .8} = .097 seconds 
before leaving the "box" {|x - 6|< .8, |y - 2|< 1}. This is 
verified numerically by the solution data given in Table 
4.1.14.2. 
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Table 4.1.14.2. Solution data for system 4.1.14 
\^t 
z 
0 
in 0
 .1 .15 .2 .81 
X 6.000 5.639 5.278 4.957 4.636 ^ 1.539 
y 1.787 1.640 1.495 1.368 1.243 .19245 
Application of Theorem 4.1.7 for the same conditions 
(i.e., "box" Pg) results in y = .071 needed to satisfy 
K* = max{ (LpY + k^), (LgY + ^2^^ and HT(Z^) - Z^||<(l-K*) (3+6) . 
Application of Theorem 4.1.7 to the original region of defini­
tion results in y = .121 seconds (recall that Theorem 4.1.7 
is chartered to operate on the original region of definition). 
Application of Corollary 4.1.12 results in y = .112. 
By application of Theorem 4.1.10, the solution may be 
extended to the boundary of (and Pg). In actuality a 
solution may be guaranteed to exist everywhere in the x - y 
plane except the forbidden region V^. For the particular case 
Xq = 6, yg = 1.787, the solution exists for approximately .81 
seconds before entering where it can no longer be obtained 
recursively. 
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5. LYAPUNOV STABILITY ANALYSIS 
In this chapter sufficient conditions are established 
for the stability of the equilibrium of an interconnected 
dynamical system. We state and prove stability theorems for 
three types of interconnected systems defined in Chapter 3: 
(i) a TIDSY with no-loops, (ii) a generalized IDSY form con­
taining algebraic loops, and (iii) a TIDSY with loops. Both 
exponential and asymptotic stability theorems are presented, 
and, in addition, some instability results are given. In all 
cases the analysis is done within the Lyapunov framework. 
The new stability results for an interconnected system con­
taining algebraic loops is the main contribution of this 
chapter. 
As is common practice, all discussion of stability refers 
to the stability of the null solution X = 0 of a dynamical 
system. In addition, the existence of a unique solution for 
all teJ is now assumed for a dynamical system containing an 
algebraic loop. This assumption represents a tacit, but 
honorable, extension of the theory developed in Chapter 4. 
Basic stability definitions and Lyapunov concepts are omitted, 
and are only cited by mention of references (9) and (3). 
The stability treatment given in this chapter utilizes 
the strategy developed by Michel (15). The direct method of 
Lyapunov is employed, whereby a total system scalar V function 
consisting of a weighted sum of individual subsystemv functions 
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is chosen. Then, for a n-dimensional system and for appro­
priate hypotheses involving the interconnection structure, a 
reduced m-dimensional test matrix is formulated in terms of 
the weighting parameters and the hypothesized bounds. If this 
test matrix has certain properties, stability is concluded. 
5.1. Definitions 
5.1.1. Definition Isolated subsystem (%%) possesses 
Property if there exists a continuously differentiable 
n 
function v^:R xJ+R, two positive constants c^2 a 
constant a^eR such that the inequalities 
^ill^il < v^(z^,t)< 
n, 
hold for all z^eR , for all teJ. If in particular a^<0, 
then the equilibrium zx = 0 of subsystem (n\) is exponentially 
stable in the large (ESIL). 
5.1.2. Definition Isolated subsystem possesses 
Property if there exists a continuously differentiable 
function v.:B.(r.)xJ+R, r.>0, two positive constants c.,, c.« 
X J- X 1 XX X z 
and a constant a^eR such that the inequalities 
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hold for all ZiEB^(r^) and for all teJ. If in particular 
o^<0, then the equilibrium zx = 0 of subsystem (tt^) is locally 
exponentially stable (LES) in B^(r^), for all initial values 
in Bj (r\). 
5.1.3. Definition Isolated subsystem possesses 
Property B^ if there exists a continuously differentiable 
— — — — n .  
function v^:R ^xJ+R, two functions a function 
a constant a^eR such that the inequalities 
4^2(|Zil)' 
Ovj(n.)< *i*i3(l=il) 
hold for all z^eR and for all teJ. If o^<0 the equilibrium 
= 0 of (%%) is uniformly asymptotically stable in the 
large (UA5IL). If = 0 then the equilibrium = 0 of 
is uniformly stable (US). Also, if a^>0 then the equilibrium 
= 0 of (%%) may be unstable. 
5.1.4. Definition Isolated subsystem (n\) possesses 
Property if there exists a continuously differentiable 
function v. :B. (r. )xJ+R, r >0, three functions IP.-EK, 1 1 1  X  l u .  1 6  1  j  
and a constant o^cR such that the inequalities 
v^(z^,t)< 
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hold for all z^eB^(r^) and for all teJ. If cr^<0 then the 
equilibrium = 0 of (TT^) is locally uniformly asymptotically 
stable (LUAS) in B^(rj^), for all initial values in B^(r^). 
5.1.5. Definition Isolated subsystem (ir^) possesses 
Property if there exists a continuously differentiable 
function v^:B^(r^)xJ+R, r\>0, three functions ^±2' 
and a constant a^eR such that the inequalities 
"-ipil(|zi|)< v^(z^,t)< -4^2(|Zil) 
hold for all ZiEB^(r^) and for all teJ. If a^<0 then the 
equilibrium = 0 of (%\) is completely unstable. 
5.1.6. Definition Define the following domains: 
( i )  S ( R )  =  { X ^  =  ( z ^ , . . . , z ^ )  : X e B 3 ^ ( r ^ ) x . . . x B j j j ( r J  ,  
(ii) B(p) = {X^ = (z^,...,z^):l x|<p} 
B(6) = {Y? = (y^\...,yx):|Y|<G} 
( i i i )  H ( R n p )  = {X = ( z ^ , ... , z ^ )  ;XeS( R ) / 1 B ( p )  }  
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5.2. Stability of a Typical Interconnected 
Dynamical System Without Loops 
Stability of a TIDSY without algebraic loops is addressed. 
This system may be viewed as a special case of a very general 
form treated in (15). However, the no-loop TIDSY form is 
worthy of analysis in that this system occurs naturally and 
frequently in applications. Furthermore, as is usually true 
for specific forms, sharper results, in conjunction with more 
viable hypotheses, may be obtained. 
From Theorem 3.1.12, setting U = 0, a TIDSY properly 
connected with no-loops is represented by the composite form 
(n) X = F(X,t) + A*(X,t) + Q*(t)M*{X,t) , 
with decomposition 
m . X 
(II.) z. — f-(z.,t) + Z a. .(t)h. (z.,t) + Z q.. (t)M. (X,t) , 
1 1 iJ 3 J ] 
i = 1—m, 
* "i^i * Si 
where a^j(t)eM;R , q^j(t)eM;R , hj:R -^xJ-^R and 
mjSR^xJ^R ^, and with isolated subsystems 
(%i) = f^(z^,t), i = 1—m. 
We begin with a theorem on exponential stability. 
5.2.1. Theorem The equilibrium X = 0 of composite system 
(n) with decomposition (n^) is (ISIL) if the following condi­
tions are satisfied; 
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(i) each isolated subsystem (ir^) possesses Property A^; 
(ii) there exist positive constants c^^, i = 1—m, such 
n. 
that |Vv\(z^,t)|< for z^eR teJ; 
(iii) for each j = 1—X there exist constants a., such 
m n. 
that |m. (X,t)|< E a., |z, | for all teJ, z.eR ; 
J ~k=l J 
(iv) for each j = 1—m there exists a constant b^ such 
n. 
that |hj(Zj,t)|< bj|Zj| for all teJ, z^eR and 
T (v) there exists an m-vector a = (a^^,... ,a^) , a^>0, 
i = 1—m, such that the test matrix S* = (s?\) defined by 
r A 
®ij 
"l'i + "i°i4 Ï llqik(t)|la^,i + ||a.. (t)||b. 1 = 3 
&iC^J|a^j(tX|bj + a^c^^ a^^j + ttjCj aj^ (t)||bj^ 
/z, i 5^ j. + a.c., 
is negative definite. 
m 
Proof: Choose V(X,t) = E a.v.(z.,t) where a;>0, i = 1—m. 
i^l 1 1 1 X 
From hypothesis (i) 
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m 2 m 2 
min(a.c.,) E |z.| < V(X,t) < max(a.c.«) S jz.j 
i 1 i=l 1 " i 1 i=l 1 
c |^X|^  < V(X,t) < Cglxl^ for ail XER", teJ. 
2 ^ 2 
where = minfa^c^^), Cg = maxfa^c^g), |x| = E || . 
i 1 1—1 
It follows that V{X,t) is positive definite, decrescent, and 
radially unbounded. 
Along the solutions of composite system (11) and using 
hypotheses (i)—(iv), we have 
m ^ mm ^ 
(H) = af.(t)h.(Zj,t) 
T I * 
+ a.Vv. (z. ,t) I q. . (t)m. (X,t)} 
^ ^ j=l J 
m _ m 
X 
+ u^ei4iZi! _Z^iiq*j(t)ii 
f 
m 
Let 0)^ = ( I I ,... , I z^l ) and define an mxm matrix R* = (r*^) 
by 
* 
^ij 
*i*i + «i°i4 ^S^llq?k(t)|la^i + |U.,(t)||b. f 1 = ] 
*iCi4 2j|q*j^(t)!!aj^j + llafj (t)!|bj k=l , . i r j 
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T * T fR* + T + * 
Then, (ji) < w R 0) = 0) ^^ = w S w, and since S 
is a constant symmetric matrix (recall the definition 1| * |1 ) » 
all its eigenvalues are real. By hypothesis (v) S* is 
negative definite, and thus, all its eigenvalues are negative. 
follows that is negative definite for all XeR^ and teJ, 
and the equilibrium X = 0 of composite system (II) is (ESIL) . 
The next theorem has more compact hypotheses that some­
what reduce the conservatism of the norms used in Theorem 
5.2.1. Conversely, the compactness may prove difficult for a 
more complicated system, whereas the orderliness of Theorem 
5.2.1 may show value. 
5.2.2. Theorem The equilibrium X = 0 of composite system 
(II) with decomposition (11^) is (ESIL) if the following condi­
tions are satisfied; 
(i) each isolated subsystem (%%) possesses Property A^; 
m m 
(ii) for each scalar product Vv.(z.,t) I a*.(t)h.(z.,t) 
j=i 1] 3D 
i = l==ni.- there exist real constants a. . such that the 
^ J 
m m m 
inequality Vv. (z. ,t) Z af . (t)h^ (z^ ,t) < ] z^ | Z a,, ^ jz^j holds 
A " j = l -J J J •*- j = i J 
n. 
for all z^cR ^  and teJ ; 
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(iii) for each scalar * product Vv.(z.,t) % q..(t)m*(X,t) 
1 1 4=1 1] ] 
i = 1—m, there exist real constants such that the in-
m 
equality Vv.(z.,t) Z q..(t)m.(X,t)<|z.| Z b..|z.| 
j=l J ^ j=l ] 
holds for 
n. 
all z^eR ^ and teJ ; and 
T (iv) there exists an m-vector a = a^>0, 
i = 1—m, such that the test matrix S* = (s*j) defined by 
®ij -
+ a^(a^i + b^^), i = j 
{a^(a^j + b^j) + a^(a^^ + b^^)}/2f i ^ ] ] 
is negative definite. 
m 
Proof: Choose V(X,t) = Z a..v. (z.,t), a.>0, i = 1—m, and 
I^L 1 1 X 1 
aiyUê as xil xûeurem d.^.x cu arrivé dc cue posture tnac vvA,t; 
is positive definite, decrescent, and radially unbounded for 
all XeR^ and teJ. 
Along the solutions of composite system (n) we have 
(using hypotheses (ii) and (iii)), 
m 
Gv\n) - i^^*i 
3 V . (Z;,TJ m 
• + Vv\(z^,t) ^f\(z^,t) 
at 
T ^  * 
+ vv. (z.,t) Z a. .(t)h.(z.,t) 1 1 -L ! J J j = l 
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+ Vv. (z.,t)^ Z . (t)m^ (X,t) 
1 1] ] 
m 
< Z{a.Dv. 
-i=l i i(*i) 1' 1 i=l 
m m 
+ ajzj Z a. .|z.I + aJz. I E b..|z.|} 
J il ij J j=l 
m m 2 m 
< Z{a.a.lz.l + a.|z.| Z a..|z.| + a.|z.| Z b. .|z . |} 
i=l 11 j=i 1] ] 11 j=i 1] J 
Letting = ( | z^ | ,..., | z^| ) and defining an mxm matrix 
R* = (r*j), 
* 
^ij 
^i^i "i^^ii ^ii^' i = î' 
/ i ^ i. 
so that < w^R*w = ''R* + T * 0) = u S 0). Using 
hypothesis (iv) and the argument given in Theorem 5.2.1, it 
follows that the equilibrium X = 0 of composite system (II) is 
(ESIL). 
We next consider asymptotic stability. 
5.2.3. Theorem The equilibrium X = 0 of composite system 
(II) with decomposition (N^) is (UASIL) if the following condi­
tions are satisfied: 
(i) each isolated subsystem (n\) possesses Property B^; 
(ii) for each j = 1—m there exists a constant b^ such 
that |h (2 . #t) j <b = ['j< = 3 (I z = ! ) c-eR teJ? 
J J J J J J 
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(iii) for each j = 1—X there exist constants a., such 
* ^ 1 /O 
that lmj(x,t)l< Z ' teJ; 
k=l 
(iv) there exist positive constants c^^, i = 1—m, such 
that |Vv\(Zi,t)|<c\4[^^2(|z^|)]l/2 all z^eR ^ and teJ, and 
T (v) there exists an m-vector a = (a^y.e.fO^), a^>0, 
i = 1—m, such that the test matrix S* = (s*j) defined by 
* 
'ii = 
Gi^i + °'i°i4 
X 
2 llq*j^(t)||aj^^+||a*. (t)l|b. 
k=l 
°'i°i4 2^11qjk^t)!laj^j +|la^ (t)||bj 
+ «jCj4 ^Jlqjk(t)|laji + |laji(t)|lb. /2, i j, 
is negative definite. 
m 
Proof: Choose V(X,t) = Z a.v.(z.,t) where a->0, i = 1—m. 
1^1 1 1 1 1 
m m 
Then, Z a. ip., ( I z. I ) < V(X,t) < E a. .([z.|) from hypothesis 
i^l 1 i± 1 - - 1 
n. 
(i) for all z^ER ^ and teJ. By assumption, imply 
V(X,t) is positive definite, decrescent, and radially un­
bounded. Hence, there exist such that ^ ^(|x|) < 
Ttl KV 
E a. , {I z. I ) and 4u(|x|)> E a. ^..([z. |) for all XeR and 
i = l  1  1  "  i = i  1 1 ^  1  
ceu. 
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Along the solutions of (II) we have. 
m 
T ? 
+ ouVv. Ï qt. (t)mt (X,t) ) 
j = l ^  J 
From hypotheses (ii), (iii), and (iv), 
m m 
DV a^lVv^(z^,t) 1 E^lla^j (t)|| |hj (Zj,t) 1 
+ a. I Vv. (z. ,t) I E ||q? . (t)I| |mt (X,t) | } 
j=l J J 
< I {a^a^i|;^3(jz^l)+a^c^^[i|ii3(|z^|)]^ _Z || aj^ (t)|lbj [i|^j3 ( | z^ 1 ) ] 
i—1 
1, X m % 
+ a. c. 4 (4/^3 ( I I ) P ,E Ikij (t'W Z Sjk [*k3 ' I 
1 —X JC—1 
Let = ( [il^T ^ ( 1 z, 1 ) ]^,... / ( I Zjjjl ) ]^) and define 
'13 
yip yu 
matrix R = (r\j) 
an mxm 
* 
^ij 
^'i^i °'i°i4 z ||gik(t)Haki+ II ®Û<t)llbi 
IC— X 
1 = 3 
«1^14 +||a*j (t)||bj , 1 ^  i. 
« JL 
T_* tTr + R 
Tnen, u k oj = w ——^ T * 03 - (0 s Ù3,- and by hypothesis 
(v), S* is negative definite. Hence, DV(^)<X^^^(S*)w^w = 
m 
X (S ) E ,(|z. |) and there exists a function so that lUaX « m 1J l «3 1—X 
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m 
J i=l 1 
DV (S*) ( |x| ) where )<0. In view of these IllaX O lUaX 
inequalities, the equilibrium X = 0 is (UASIL). 
The next theorem concerning asymptotic stability is 
analogous to Theorem 5.2.2. 
5.2.4. Theorem The equilibrium X = 0 of composite system 
(n) with decomposition (11^) is (UASIL) if the following condi­
tions are satisfied: 
(i) each isolated subsystem (%\) possesses Property 
T ^  * (ii) for each scalar product Vv.(z.,t) I a..(t)h.(z.,t), 
1 1 ID J J 
i = 1—m, there exist real constants a^^ such that 
m m m 1 
Vv. (z. ft) Z a, .(t)h. (z.,t)<[^.T(|z. |)]% E a. .[^.i(|z.|)]% 
j=l j=l 
holds for all z^eR and teJ; 
rp ^ . * 
(iii) for each scalar product Vv.(z.,t) E q..(t)m.(X,t) 
j=l J J 
i = 1—m, there exist real constants, b^j such that 
Vv. (z.,t)^ E q?.(t)mt(X,t)<[V.?(|z.|)]% E b. . . , ( | z . | ) ] ^ 
j=l j~l 
"i holds for all z^eR and teJ, and 
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T (iv) there exists an m-vector a = a^>0, 
i = 1—m, such that the test matrix S* = (sf\) defined by 
+ (x^ (a^^ + b^^) f i = j, 
* S • • —• 
1] 
(a^j + b^j) + oij(aj^ + bj^)}/2, i j ^ 
is negative definite. 
Proof: The proof follows directly by paralleling the 
strategies used in Theorems 5.2.2 and 5.2.3. 
5.3. Stability of an Interconnected Dynamical 
System Containing Algebraic Loops 
We begin this topic by investigating a rather general 
form of a dynamical system containing algebraic loops. In 
this context the stability problem reduces to looking at a 
dynamical equation adjoined with (or constrained by) an 
algebraic equation having loops. 
Consider the system given by (3.2.1) and (3.2.2) with U 
set equal to zero, denoted as 
the composite system 
(n' ) X = F(X,t) + B(X,Y,t) , 
with algebraic constraint 
(A") Y = N(X,Y,t), 
and with decomposition 
(n^) = f^(z^,t) + b^(X,Y,t), i = 1—m. 
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and with isolated subsystems 
(ïï^) = f\(z^,t), i = 1—m, 
where (%'), (A'), (nx), and (ÏÏ^) are as defined by (3.2.1) 
and (3.2.2) of Chapter 3. 
We first require Theorem 3.1.15, re-presented with a 
change in the region of definition. For stability analysis, 
we appeal to a slightly more restrictive (but physically 
realistic) class of time dependent functions that are defined 
for all teJ. 
5.3.1. Theorem Let N(X,Y,t) be a continuous function 
from R"XR^XJ->R^ defined on a region V = {(X,Y,t) :XeR^, 
|x|<3, YeR^, |Y|<6, teJ}. Let N(0,0,t) = 0 for all teJ if 
and only if X = Y = 0, and let N satisfy a Lipschitz condition 
on V, |N(Xj^,Y^,t) = N(X2,Y2,t)|<ki|Xi - + k^jY^ - Yg}, 
where and kg are fixed with 0<k2<l and k^>0. 
Then the equation Y = N(X,Y,t) has a unique solution 
Y = g(X,t) with g(0,t) = 0 for all teJ and the solution is 
. , (l-k,) 
defined for |x|<p<min{B, —ç 6} for all teJ such that 
*1 
|Y|<5. Furthermore, the solution satisfies its own Lipschitz 
k, 
condition, |g(X^,t) - g(X2,t)|< |x^ - Xg | , for (x|<p 
and all teJ. 
rroof: bee Theorem 3.1.15. 
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The first theorem addresses exponential stability, 
treated at the composite system level. 
5.3.2. Theorem The equilibrium X = 0 of the composite 
system (II*) with algebraic constraint (A') is exponentially 
stable in B(p) if the following conditions are satisfied; 
(i) the reduced composite system X = F(X,t) possesses 
Property for all XeB(p) and teJ? 
(ii) the algebraic constraint equation (A') satisfies 
Theorem 5.3.1; 
(iii) for the scalar product VV(X,t)^B(X,Y,t), there 
exist real constants a^, ag such that 
VV(X,t)^B(X,Y,t)<|x|(ai|x| + aglYl) holds for all XeB(p), 
YeB(ô), and teJ, and 
i . . 
Proof: From hypothesis (i) there exists a V(Xit) such that 
Ci|x|2<V(X,t)<C2|x|2 for all XeB(p) and teJ. Hence, V(X,t) 
is positive definite and decrescent for all XeB(p) and teJ. 
Along the solutions of (II')/ we have 
= BV^X't) + vV(X,t)^{F(X,t) + B(X,Y,t)} 
= DV + VV(X,t)'^B(X,Y,t) 
<o|x|2 + |x|{ai1x1 + a,lYl} 
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using hypothesis (ii) and the fact that Y satisfies its own 
Lipschitz condition for all XeB(p) and teJ, it follows that 
DV(n,)<a|x|2 + |x|{a^|x| + |x|) 
1 1-k. [x|^ for all XeB(p) and teJ. 
Thus, by hypothesis (iv), these inequalities imply that the 
equilibrium X = 0 is (LES) in B(p). 
The next theorem presents an exponential stability result 
for composite system (II') with decomposition (n|). 
5.3.3. Theorem The equilibrium X = 0 of composite system 
(n*) with algebraic constraint (A') and decomposition (II|) is 
(LES) in K(Rnp) if the following conditions are satisfied: 
I 
(i) each isolated subsystem (%%) possesses Property 
(ii) the algebraic constraint equation (A') satisfies 
Theorem 5.3.1; 
(iii) for each scalar product (z^, t)'^b^ (X,Y,t), 
i = 1—m, there exist real constants a.. and d.. such that 
X] 1J 
m m X 
the inequality Vv. (z.,t) b. (X,Y,t)<|z.|{ Z a. .|z.| + Z d. .|y. |} 
11 1 "1 iJ J j=i -^ J J 
holds for all z^eHfRnp), y^GEfo), for all teJ ; 
(iv) for each j = 1—X there exists an estimate 
m 
(y.|< Z e., |z, I, where e., are real constants, for all 
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Zj^eB(p), y.eB(ô), and tcJ, and 
(v) there exists an m-vector a = a^>0, 
i = 1—m, such that the test matrix S* = (sfj) defined by 
®ij = 
X \ 
is negative definite. 
m 
Proof: Choose V(X,t) = Z o^v (z.,t), a/>0, i = 1—m, and 
i^l 1 1 X 1 
arrive at 
Ci|x|2<V(X,t)<C2|x|2 for all XeS(R), tsJ, 
where c^^ = min(a^c^^) and Cg = maxfa^c^g)* Thus, V(X,t) is 
i i 
positive definite and descrescent in S(R). 
Along the solutions of (II') we have 
m m 
DV (n') " b^(X,Y,t)} 
m _ m A 
< E a.{o.|z.| + |z.|{ Z a..|z.I + Z d..[y.|}} 
i=l 1 1 1 1 4=1 ] 1=1 ] 
for all z^EH(RAp), y.eB(ô), and teJ. 
m m m 
< Z a-{a. z. + z. Z a. . z. + z, I Z d. . Z e., Iz, 
1=1 - - - - j = l -J J - j=i i]k=i ]k Î 
Define = (|z^|,...,|z^J) and an mxm matrix R* = (rTj) 
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* 
X 
a.Ci + ^ = i' 
"i'^ij •" 1,^1 '^lk®kj'' i ^ i-
T * T (R* + R*^) T * 
Then, we may write DV^j^,j<w R w = w ^ w = w S w. From 
* 
hypothesis (v) S is a real symmetric negative definite matrix, 
and as such all its eigenvalues are real and negative. Then, 
l-il' = 
1—i. 
for all z.eH(Rnp) and where X^^^(S*)<0. These inequalities 
imply that the equilibrium X = 0 is (LES) in H(Rnp). 
5.3.4. Remark Typically, the constants e^^ may be some­
what involved to obtain. In practice they may be determined 
to within various degrees of refinement; 
(i) As a worst case e^j^ may assume the constant 
^1 -
value by invoking Theorem 5.3.1 and the argument 
K, m 
Yj I = |gj (x,t) I <Ig(X,t) 1 < xq^|x|< Zjz^i, where k^  
2 " "2 i=l 
and k^ are the vector equation constants which may be 
computed as shown in Appendix B. 
(ii) If each n^(X,Y,t), n^{0,0,t) = 0 for all teJ, 
j = 1—X, is Lipschitzian such that 
|y,| = |n.(x,Y,t)|skj^.|X| + 
! •  '  
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m 
ki.>0 and 0<kp.<l, then the estimate |y.|< E e., [z, | may 
J J 3 -%=! K 
found by solving the inequality 
lyj 
be 
(l-k2i)- ^2k * * "^21 
-k 2 2  -k 2 2  
•^2X " 
^11 ^ ' ^i i=l ^ 
m 
^1\ 1—X 
Although the e^j^ may now be sharper estimates, they are still 
of constant value for all k. 
(iii) To demonstrate the likelihood of obtaining better 
estimates ey^, a specific form for N(X,Y,t) is assumed; say 
Y = SX + QD(Y,t), so that 
m X 
Letting each d^(y^,t), d^(0,t) = 0, k = 1—X, satisfy a 
Lipschitz condition such that |dk(y%,t)|<&^|y^|, &^>0, teJ, 
m X 
then IVj \\ + '^^jk'^'^k'* 0<kjjUj<l' we 
may write 
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(l-kllUi) ~ki2l^2 
-|q2il^i 
'Sixl&x 
-192x1 
^Xl'^1 ~19^2 I^9 * * XX'"X' 
IYII 
. < 
m 
M k=l Sikll \\ 
m 
k=l 
which may be solved for jy^l. 
Conditions for the existence of nonnegative solutions 
m 
(i.e., iyj|< Z ®jkl^k^' Gj%>0) of the vector inequalities 
given in (ii) and (iii) can be found in the theory of 
Minkowski matrices (7, 17). For example, if the leading 
principal minors of the matrices in (ii) or (iii) are positive, 
then system (ii) or (iii) is solvable in the nonnegative un-
m 
knowns |y.|>0 for any set of nonnegative Z |s|, 
^ k=l ^ 
j = 1—X. 
The next corollary may yield somewhat more conservative 
results, but may be easier to apply in large dimensional 
situations. 
5;3,5, Corollary The equilibrium X = 0 of composite 
system (H') with algebraic constraint (A') and decomposition 
(n|) is (LES) in K(R.Op) if the following conditions are 
satisfied; 
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(i) each isolated subsystem (TT^) possesses Property 
(ii) the algebraic constraint (A') satisfies Theorem 
5.3.1; 
(iii) for each i = 1—m, ]Vv^(z^,t)[11, c^^>0, for 
all z^eB^(r^) and teJ, 
(iv) for each i = 1—m, there exist real constants a.., 
1 J 
dj^j such that the estimate 
m X 
|b. (X,Y,t)|< Z a..|z.| + E d. .|y.| holds for all z.eH(Rnp), 
^ "j=l J j=i ] 1 
y^eB(6), and teJ; 
(v) for each j = 1—X there exist constants e.. such that 
m 
the estimate |y. |< Z e., |z, | holds for all z,eB(p), y.eB(5), 
J "k=l DK K jc 3 
and te J, and 
T (vi) there exists an m-vector a = a^>0, 
* * 
i = 1—m such that the test matrix S = (s^^) defined by 
X 
*i*i + *iCi4(aii + J, ^ik®ki^' i = i' 
^ X X 
{aiCi4(aij + °'j^j4^^ji ^ 
i ^ 
is negative definite. 
Proof; The proof follows the argument presented in Theorem 
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We next consider asymptotic stability and begin with the 
composite system form. 
5.3.6. Theorem The equilibrium X = 0 of composite system 
(n') with algebraic constraint (A') is (LUAS) in B(p) if the 
following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) the reduced composite system X = F(X,t) possesses 
Property for all XeB(p) and teJ; 
(ii) the algebraic constraint equation (A') satisfies 
Theorem 5.3.1; 
(iii) for the scalar product VV(X,t)^B(X,Y,t) there 
exist real constants such that the inequality 
VV(X,t)TB(X,Y,t)<02^3(1x1) + C4[^2(|x|)]%.^4(|Y|), V^eK, holds 
for all XeB(p), YeB(6), and teJ, and, in addition, there 
exists a positive constant Cg such that ( 1Y j ) <Cg ( ! X j ) ] ^ 
for YeB(6), XeB{p), teJ, and 
(iv) Cg + c^cg<-a. 
Proof; By hypothesis (i) it follows directly that 
4^(|x|)<V(X,t)<^2(|x|) for all XeB(p) and te J. Thus, V(X,t) 
is positive definite and decrescent in B(p). 
Along the solutions of (IT') we have 
DV(n,) - ^ ?v(X,t)T{F(X,t) 4 B(X,Y,t)} 
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DV(^,) < a4^(|x|) + VV(X,t)^B(X,Y,t) 
< cT'i^^dxl) + Cg^gfjxl) + C4[^^(|x|)]^#^(|Y|) for all 
XeB(p), YeB(6), and teJ. 
< a4^(|x|) + Cg^gflxl) + c^Cg^gtlx]) 
< (a + C3 + CjCgi^gtlxj) 
From hypothesis (iv) and the above inequalities, it follows 
that the equilibrium X = 0 of composite system (H*) is (LUAS) 
in B(p) . 
5.3.7. Remark At first it may appear that hypothesis (ii) 
was not used, but this is not so. By (ii) we are guaranteed 
that there exists a unique mapping between X and Y such that 
for |x|<p, IYI will be <6. This fact also makes hypothesis 
(iii) plausible. The thought process goes as follows: 
(i) Establish a function 4^(|Y|), 4^eK, for lY|eB(ô), 
and from Theorem 5.3.1 and thé properties of a class K 
function, we have 'XI 
1-kJ 
for all |x|<p and teJ, 
(ii) Hence, depending on the order and form of 
it is realistic to expect to satisfy the condition 
The next theorem presents results for composite system 
(II') with decomposition (11^). 
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5.3.8. Theorem The equilibrium X = 0 of composite system 
(n') with algebraic constraint (A') and decomposition (11^) is 
(LUAS) in H(Rnp) if the following conditions are satisfied 
(i) each isolated subsystem (TT^) possesses Property B^; 
(ii) the algebraic constraint (A') satisfies Theorem 
5.3.1; 
T (iii) for each scalar product Vv\(z^,t) b^(X,Y,t), 
i = 1—m, there exist real constants a^^ and c^j such that the 
inequality (z^,t)^b^ (X,Y,t)<[^^g (|zx|)]^' 
m L 
Z aii[^43(124!)] 
1=1 ] 
holds for all z^eH(Rnp), y^eBCS), and teJ, 
and for j = 1—X there exist real constants d^^ such that the 
m 
inequality ( |yj | ) < ^  ^jk^''^k3 ^ ^ holds for all z^^B(p), 
yjEB(6), and teJ, and 
T (iv) there exists an m-vector a  =  ( a ^ , . . . , a ^ )  a ^ > 0 ,  
i = 1—m, such that the test matrix S* = (s*j) defined by 
'ii = 
a.o. + a.(a.. + i=j. 
is negative definite. 
Proof : Choose V(X,t) 
m 
S ex • V . ( Z . f t) / Ci • >0, 
i=l 1 1 1 ^ 
= 1—'m. From 
hypothesis (i) it follows that 
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m m 
Z a.,(|z.|)<V(X/t)< Z a.,(|z.|) for ail z.eB.(r.) and 
1 = 1  ^  ^  ~  " i = l  1  1  1  1 1 1  
teJ. Since by assumption, it follows that V(X,t) 
is positive definite and decrescent in S(R). Hence, there 
m 
exist such that ^2^|x|)< S ( | z^ j ) and 
i=l 
m 
 ^°'i'^ i2 ^ I i^I ^ so that ( |x| ) <V(X,t)<ip2 ( |x| ) for all 
i=l 
XeS(R) and teJ. 
It remains to be shown that along solutions of composite 
system (II')/ the total derivative DV^ is negative definite 
for all XeH(Rnp) and teJ. 
m 3v. (z. ,t) m 
at + vv.(z.,t)\(z.,t) 
1—JL 
+ Vv^(z.^,t)'^bj^(X,Y,t) }} 
m rp 
= Z GitDVifn!) + Vv^(z^,t) bu(X,Y,t)} 
< Z^jaiiOiijJiadzil) + [4^3(|Zi|)]%' 
1; m m L n 
"1 —X K-"X —^ j= 
by using hypotheses (i) and (iii). 
Let co*^ = ( ( I I ) ..., 0 2jj^I ) 1^) and define an mxm 
* , * . 
matrix R - (z\j) as 
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X 
"i"! + =lAi>' ^=3' 
k=l 
X 
=ik\j'' i ^ i-
T * T fP* + T * 
Then, we may write DV^^,j<w R w = w ^ -o) = w S to. 
From hypothesis (iv), S* is negative definite. Hence, 
G'^\n')-^max(G*)w^w = &max(G*) .% ^^gtlzil)' there exists a 
1=1 
m 
function such that ^_(|x|)> Z ^._(|z.|) for all XeH(Rnp) J j iJ 1 
and teJ. (n')-^max '^'3 ^ I ^  I ^ where light 
of these inequalities, it follows that the equilibrium X = 0 
of composite system (11') is (LUAS) in H(Rnp). 
"fi 
5.3.9. Corollary If the test matrix S in Theorem 5.3.8 
is negative semi-definite, then the equilibrium X = 0 of 
composite system (H') with algebraic constraint (A') and 
decomposition (H^) is (LUS) in H(Rnp). 
Proof: Choose the positive definite, decrescent V function 
r , 
•j in the proof of Theorem 5.3.8. By assumption S* = (s*.) is 
negative semi-definite and hence, X(S*)<0. It follows that 
XsH(Rnp), t£j, and the conelusion of this 
corollary holds. 
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5.3.10. Example As an example of an application of the 
theory, consider example system 3.3.1 with modified subsystem 
dynamics. 
Let the dynamic subsystem be an element described by a 
heteronomous perturbation form X = A(t)X + g(X,t) (where X is 
a two dimensional vector with notation X = = (x^fXg) ), 
given by the equations (3), 
Xj^ = -a(t)x^ - bx^ + g^(X,t) 
Xg = bXj^ - c(t)x2 + ggtXft), 
where b is a real constant, a, CEC(J), a{t)>Y>0, c(t)>Y>0 for 
all teJ, and g^, g^ are continuous on the region 
g. (X,t) 
{(X,t): X <r, J}, such that lim J|_.|— = 0. This condition 
1x^0 1^1 
implies gj{0,t) = 0 so that x^ = Xg = 0 is the equilibrium. 
Then, we have 
- bxg + gj^(X,t) 
Xg = bx^ - c(t)x2 + ggfXft) + j 
i = u - x^ - Y y|y| 
y = - I y|yI 
or XT = -a(t)x, - bx^ + g\(X,t) 
Xg = bx^ - c(t)x2 + ggtXft) " \ " J y|y| 
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which is of the form X = F(X,t) + B(X,Y) 
Y = N(X,Y) 
T 
where f^^ (z^yt) = (-a(t)x^ - bXg + g^fXyt), bx^ - cftjxg 
+ ggtXft)), bi^tXfY) = (0,-Xi-Y y|y|)' and N(X,Y) = x^-^ y|y|. 
2 2 Choose V(x,t) = x^ + Xg; and V is positive definite and 
decrescent. Then VV(X,t)^ = (2x^, 2X2) so that 
DV(ii,) = -2a(t)x^ - 2c(t)x2 + 2x^g^(X,t) + 2x^92 (X,t) 
< -2(Y(X^ + X2) + X^G^(X,T) + XGGGCXFT)) 
Using the properties of g^, we have that given any e>0, there 
exists an TI>0 SO that [g^ (X,t) ] <e |x| for |x| <n , j = 1,2. 
Then, |x^g^(X,t) + X2g2(X,t)|<e|x[(|x^| + jx^l) for |x|^<n^. 
Since |Xj|<|x|, then E|x|(|x^| + |X2|)<2e|X|^. We have, 
-2y|x|^ + 4e|x|^, for |x|^<n^. Choose e = y/4 so that 
DV(^,j< -y|x|^ for |x|^<n^, and identify |x|^ as 4^(|x|). 
Then, DV^^, ^ ( |x| ) where o = y. Thus, ^ is negative 
definite on { (X,t) :'[X j <n, teJ}. W (x,t) "B (x,Y) = -Zx^x^ 
- x^yjyj. Make the observations 
(i) (x^ + Xgï^^O implies x^ + x^ = lxl^>-2x^x^, 
(ii) x^<|x|, i = 1,2, and 
(iii) y|y|<|y|2. 
VV(X,t)-B(X,Y) = -ZXgXi - |xi|Y|' 
<ij;, (jxj) + (4y(|x|))^#j(|Y|), where 4^(1%!) = ly|^« 
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Using Theorem 5.3.1, for |x|< lyl< we have 
k k 
|y|< r^l'^ll- = 2|x|, so that |y|2<4|x|2<|x|for 
|X|< Then 4^(|Y|) = |y|2<|x| = (4^(|x|))% for |x|< 
|y|< Y' Choosing a = y, = 1, = 1, Cg = 1, and using 
Theorem 5.3.6, we need Cg + c^Cg<Y or 2<y. Then, the 
equilibrium X = 0 is (LUAS) for all X with |x|<min{n,^^, if 
Y>2. 
We now briefly look at some instability results. 
5.3.11. Theorem The equilibrium X = 0 of composite system 
(II') with algebraic constraint (A') is completely unstable in 
B(p) if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) the reduced composite system X = F(X,t) possesses 
Property for all XeB(p); 
(ii) the algebraic constraint satisfies Theorem 5.3.1; 
(iii) for the scalar product VY(Xft)^B(XfY;t) there 
exist real constants c^, c^ such that the inequality 
9V(X,t)TB(X,Y,t)<C3*2(|x|) + c^ [IFJG ( |XL ) ( | Y| ) , ^^EK, holds 
for all XEB(p), YEB(Ô), and teJ, and, in addition, there 
exists a positive constant c^ such that ( I Y| ) <Cg Ox 1 ) ]^ 
for all yeB(Ô), XEB(P), and tcJ, and 
(iv) Cg + c^cg<-a. 
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Proof ; From hypothesis (i) it directly follows that 
( |x| ) <V(X,t)<-i(;2 ( 1^1 ) for all XeB(p) and teJ. Thus, 
V(X,t) is negative definite in B(p). 
Along the solutions of (IT*) / we have 
+ VV(X,t)T{F(X,t) + B(X,Y,t)} 
<^4^(|X|) + VV(X,t)'^B(X,Y,t) 
<G4^(|x|) + Cg^gflxj) + C4[4^(|x|)%V4(|Y|), 
XeB(p) and YeB(ô) 
<0*3(|X|) + Cg^gtlXj) + C^Cg^gflXj) 
< (a + + c^cg)i|;2 ( |x| ) for all XeB(p) and tcJ. 
Then, from hypothesis (iv), is negative definite for 
all XeB(p) and teJ, and in view of these inequalities, the 
equilibrium X = 0 of composite system (II') is completely un­
stable in B(p) . 
The next theorem yields sufficient conditions for 
instability of composite system (JI') with decomposition 
5.3.12. Theorem The equilibrium X = 0 of composite system 
(n') with algebraic constraint (A') and decomposition (11^) is 
unstable in H(Rnp) if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) for M ^ McL = {l,...,m}, assume that if ieM, 
then isolated subsystem (ir ! ) possesses Property , and if 
ieL-M, where L-M = {i;ieL, i^M}, then isolated subsystem (%/) 
possesses Property BL; 
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(ii) the algebraic constraint (A') satisfies Theorem 
5.3.1; 
T (iii) for each scalar product Vv\(z^,t) b^(X,Y,t), 
i= 1—m, there exist real constants a^^^ and c^^^ such that the 
inequality 
Vv^ (z^, t)^b^ (X,Y,t) < ( I Zi I ) ]^ 
m , L 
2^aij[TiJj3(|Zj|)]^ E 
j=l 
A 
j=l ] 
holds for all z^EH(Rnp), y^sEtG), and teJ, and for j = 1—X 
there exist real constants d., such that the inequality 
m L 
^y4(|yj|)< ^ holds for all Zj^eB(p), yjeB(6), 
and teJ, and 
T (iv) there exists an m-vector a = a^>0, 
i = 1—m, such that the test matrix S* = (s* j )  defined by 
* 
®ij 
Vi + i = i' 
is negative definite. 
m 
Proof: Choose V(X.t) = I a-v-fs.-t) 
i=l 1 1  " 1  '  
r a .  > 0  
1 
= 1—m. From 
hypothesis (i) it follows that 
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Z -a. (|z. |)<V(X,t)< Z -a. _(|z.|), 
ieM ^ ^ ieM ^ ^ 
and 
S a.i|;., (jz J )<V(X,t)< Z a. ,(|z. |) 
ieL-M ^ ^ ieL-M ^ ^ 
for all z^EBu(r\) such that XeS (R) and teJ. 
Consider the set of all points (X,t) such that XeS(R), 
teJ and such that |z^|<r^, ieM, and V(X,t)<0. Call this 
domain P: it is bounded by the hypersurfaces |z^| = r^, ieM, 
and V(X,t) = 0, and may consist of several component domains 
(note V is bounded from below in f). 
Proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 5.3.8, we obtain 
G'^\n')-^max(S*)^3(|x|) for all XeH(R/Jp) and te J. By 
hypothesis (iv) it follows that in domain V, 
DV^j j 5 j <0= Hence, we have arrived at the position that v(x,t) 
is indefinite and is negative definite, and we may 
conclude that the equilibrium X = 0 of composite system (IT') 
is unstable in H(Rnp). 
We now consider a specific form of an interconnected 
dynamical system containing algebraic loops. Of interest is 
the TIDSY form given by Theorem 3.1.14, but reduced to the 
special case as formulated by Equation 3.2.5. Setting U equal 
to zero, this form is denoted as composite system 
(n") X = F(X,t) + A*X + Q*D(y,t), 
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with algebraic constraint 
(A") Y = SX + QD(Y,t), 
and decomposition 
I I  •  m  X  
(n?) z. = f. (z,ft) + Z a?.z. + E qf.d.(y.,t), i = 1—m, 
1 1 1 1 j-]^ 1 ] J iJ J J 
n. u. n. n. u, 
where z^eR , YjCR f^:R xJ+R , dj:R ^xJ+R teJ, 
n.n. n. g. u. n. u. „ 
af.eR J, qf.ER s. .eR q. .cR SeR , QeR , and ij 1] 1] 1] 
with isolated subsystems 
(TTV) Z^ = f\(z^,t), i = 1—m. 
Before beginning, a theorem for the algebraic constraint 
equation (A"), analogous to Theorem 5.3.1, is needed. 
5.3.13. Theorem For each j = 1—X, let dj(yj,t) be a con-
tinuous function DJ:R •^xJ->R for y^eB^Cô^) and teJ. Define 
the composite region V = {(Y,t);YER^, B(6) = {Y:|Y|<Ô}, 
B (6)CB^ (6^)x. .xB^ (6^) , t£J . Let dj(0,t) = û for all teJ, 
and let dj(yj,t) be Lipschitzian in Bj(6j):|dj(yj^,t) 
- - yjgl, fixed 
If 0<k2<l and for k^>0, where k^, ^ 2 may be defined by 
either of the expressions 
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then the equation Y = N(X,Y,t) = SX + QD(Y,t), where XeR^, 
YeR^, teJ, SeR^^, QeR^®, D;R^xJ->-R®, D(Y,t)'^ = (d^ t)"^,..., 
T 
d^(yj^,t)), has a unique solution Y = g(X,t) with g(0,t) = 0 
for all teJ such that |Y|<Ô, and the solution is defined for 
(l-kg) 
|x|<p<—r 6 for all teJ. Furthermore, the vector solution 
^1 
k, 
satisfies [gfX^ft) - gfXgft)]^ |x^^ - X^ | for |x|<p and 
te J * 
Proof: If each dj(yj,t) is Lipschitzian as defined, then in 
V, D(Y,t) satisfies |D(Yj^,t) - D (Y2/t) | <Lj^| Yj^ - Y^l where 
Lp = max&^j. Then N(X,Y,t) satisfies the Lipschitz condition 
|N(Xi,Yi,t) - N(X2,Y2,t)|<|S||x^ - Xg] + IQIl^IY^ - Yg] 
= - Xgl + k2|Yl - Y.j. 
If 0<k2<l and using Theorem 5.3.1, the conclusion follows, 
On a component level, we have 
m 
y. = Z S..Z. + Z q..d.(y.,t). Then by the derivation given 
3 i=i 31 1 i=i 1 1 
in Appendix B, N satisfies the Lipschitz condition 
|N(X^,Y^,t) - N(X2,Y2't)l<ki|Xi " Xgl + kgl?! " "^2' 
''1 
X f m 
'2 an H Ir 
X 
j=l .S.(lSîil*di) 
\2 
i=l 
If 0<k2<l and by Theorem 5.3.1, the conclusion follows. 
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With this development we may proceed. The first theorem 
yields an exponential stability result for composite system 
(n"). 
5.3.14. Theorem The equilibrium X = 0 of composite system 
(n") with algebraic constraint (A") is (LES) in B(p) if the 
following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) the reduced system X = F(X,t) possesses Property 
for all XeB(p) and teJ; 
(ii) the algebraic constraint (A") satisfies Theorem 
5.3.13; 
(iii) 1VV(X,t)1<c^IXI, c^>0, for all XeB(p) and teJ, and 
|Q*|L k, 
(iv) I A*I + <-0/04. 
Proof; From hypothesis (i) it follows directly that V(X,t) is 
positive definite and decrescent in B(p) . 
Along the solutions of (H"), we have 
DV(n,.j = DV + VV(X,t)^{A*X + Q*D(Y,t)} 
<a|x|2 + |VV(X,t)|{|A*||x| + |Q*||D(Y,t)I} 
<0|X|2 + C4|x|{|A*i |xi + |Q*| Lj^lYj} 
<c|x|^ + C4|X|{|A*| |x| + |Q*lxr^ |x| 
!Q*|L^k, n 
<(a + C4{|a*|+ —^})|x|^, for all XeB(p) and teJ. 
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From hypothesis (iv) it follows that the equilibrium X = 0 of 
composite system (II") is (LES) in B(p) . 
The next theorem addresses stability for composite system 
(n") with decomposition (n^). 
5.3.15. Theorem The equilibrium X = 0 of composite system 
(n") with algebraic constraint (A") and decomposition (IIV) is 
(LES) in H(Rnp) if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) each isolated subsystem (ir?) possesses Property 
(ii) the algebraic constraint (A") satisfies Theorem 
5.3.13; 
(iii) for each i = 1—m there exists a positive constant 
c^^ such that the estimate |Vv^(z^,t)|<c^^[| holds for all 
z^eB^(r^) and teJ, and 
(iv) there exists an m-vector a" = (a^y...,a^), a^>0, T 
*  / _ *  i = 1—m, such that the test matrix S = (s^.) defined by 
»i°i + «1=14(1*111 + '"JjicIV' ^  = i' 
{*1=14(1*1:1 k=i '"'îklV + "j=j4(l*jil 
+  Ï  f  i '  
v;h£ T -r 0 
'dj 1-k ' 1 Q csrr a 
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m 
Proof: Choose V(X,t) = E a_.Vj(z./t), ol.>0, i = 1—m, and 
i=l 1 1 1 ^ 
in Theorem 5.3.3 arrive at the position that V(X,t) is 
positive definite and decrescent in S(R). 
Along the solutions of (II"), we have 
m ^ X ^ 
j=l ^3 ] j=i 1] ] ] 
m 
+ |Vv^(z^,t) 
m 
j=l ] 
+ Z |qJJld. (y . ,t) I j=l ] ] ] _ 
for all z^eH(Rnp), and teJ. From hypothesis (ii) 
follows that 
k, k, m 
|dj(yj,t) | < & a j |yjlj&djl9(X't) | < & a j  l^'-^dj T-k^" 
for all z,eB(p), y.eB(ô), and te J. Then, 
^ J 
m m 
E laT ||z 
_j=l ] 
X m 
+ E k-JL. E |z 1 
j=l ] k=l ^ 
for all z^eH(Rnp) and teJ. Let = ( j z^ | ,... , j z^| ) and 
define the mxm matrix R = ir.^) as, 
X J 
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T * TfR* + T * 
Then, we may write DV^j^„j<w R w = w g -oi = w S w. 
Using hypothesis (iv) and a similar argument as in the proof 
of Theorem 5.3.3, the conclusion that the equilibrium X = 0 
of composite system (11") is (LES) in H(Rnp) follows. 
5.3.16. Remark Sharper results may be obtained by 
replacing the algebraic system constant with 
where the e^j^ may be obtained from solving the vector in­
equality described in Remark 5.3.4 (iii). 
We next consider asymptotic stability. 
5.3.17. Theorem The equilibrium X = 0 of composite system 
(n") with algebraic constraint (A") is (LUAS) in B(p) if the 
following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) the reduced composite system X = F(X,t) possesses 
Property for all XeB(p) and teJ; 
(ii) the algebraic constraint (A") satisfies Theorem 
5.1.13; 
(iii) there exists an estimate | VV(X,-t) | <c^ ( |X| ) ]^, 
c^>0, such that the order of satisfies |x|<[^2(|x|)]^ for 
all XeB(p)f and 
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(iv) |A*| + |Q*lxq^ <-0/04. 
Proof ; From hypothesis (i) it immediately follows that V(X,t) 
is positive definite and decrescent for all XeB(p), teJ. 
Along the solutions of (II"), we have 
DV(ii„) = DV + VV(X,t)^{A*X + Q*D(Y,t)} 
< DV + I VV{X,t) I {|A*|1X| + |Q*llD(Y,t)|} 
<0*3 (|X|) + C4[^3(|X|)]%{|A*|[^2(|X|)]% + 1Q*1Lj^|Y|} 
for all XeB(p), YeB(6), and teJ. 
1Q*|L k, 
<?*3(|x|) + C4IA |4^(|x|) + C4 ^ 4y(|x|) 
|Q*|L k, 
<(a + c^dA*! + 1})*3(|X|) 
Using hypothesis (iv), and in view of these results, the 
conclusion follows. 
5.3.18. Theorem The equilibrium X = 0 of composite system 
(11") with algebraic constraint (A") and decomposition (IlV) is 
(LUAS) in H(Rnp) if the following conditions are satisfied: 
I I  
(i) each isolated subsystem (ir^) possesses Property B^^; 
(ii) the algebraic constraint (A") satisfies Theorem 
5.3.13; 
(iii) for each i = 1—m, there exists a positive 
constant c^^ such that j Vv^ (z^^t) j <c^4 U ! ) ]^ and such 
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that the order of satisfies | | < 0 1 ) ]^ for all 
^i^^i^^i^ and teJ, and 
T (iv) there exists an m-vector a = (a^,...,a^), a^>0, 
i = 1—m, such that the test matrix S* = (s?\) defined by 
* 
®ij 
Vi + «1=14(1**11 + ISikl^k'' i = i' 
+ S l'ïjkl^k"/^' 1 ^ i' 
K, 
where ï^T"' negative definite. 
m 
Proof: Choose V(X,t) = Z a^v^ {z. ,t) , a.>0, i = 1—m, and by 
i^ l 1 1 1 1 
the argument given in Theorem 5.3.8, we arrive at the in­
equality ^2(|x|)<V(X,t)<^2(|x|) for all XeS (R) and teJ. 
Along the solutions of (TI").- we have 
m 
DV 
Tr ? .* 
IK") = .!,(GiDVi(w?)+ «i^i'si't) +.f gijâjtyj.t)» 
1—J. 1 ]—1 ]—1. 
for all z^eH(Rnp), yjeB(6), and teJ. From hypothesis (ii), we 
m 
have |dj(yj,t)|<&aj|yjl<&djl9(X,t)|<&aj YZE^4x|<Lj^Z^|Zkl for 
all Zj^eB(p) and teJ. 
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m 
DV 
k ni 
i=i -|=1 •' -' 
m 
+ £ Isî^lL. £ |z |}} 
j=l ]k=l 
From the condition on stated in hypothesis (iii) , we may 
write 
m 
DV ( H  
V m 
i—1 D~1 
A iU ^ 
+ £ k?-il^ : :*k3(|Zkl)l j=l ]k=l ^ 
Let 0)^ = ( ( 1 I ) ]^/• • • * ( I Zj^l ) 3^) and define the mxm 
matrix R* = (r?j) as 
* 
^ij 
Vi + *iCi4(|aIil + j^fJ^ikl^k^' ^ = i' 
.1 * I f 4e i _ 
• •T 
so that DV^^Hj<w^R*w = oi"^ ———- = w^S*w. From hypothesis 
(iv) and repeating the logic given in Theorem 5.3.8, we have 
* .  .  . i l .  -
DV (n")-^max(S )4^(|X|), %max(S )<0 aH XeH(Rnp) and teJ. 
Thus, the equilibrium X = 0 of composite system (il") is (LUAS) 
in H(Rftp). 
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5.3.19. Example Consider the free, autonomous system 
described in the following manner; 
X = F(X) + Q*D(Y) 
Y = SX + QD(Y). 
2 2 Let F:R +R be a two-dimensional isolated subsystem with state 
T 
vector X, denoted by X = = (x^yXg) , defined by the equa­
tions (9), 
Xj^ = (x^ - bXg) (x^ + Xg - a^) 
• 2 2 2 
Xg = (bx^ + Xg)(x^ + Xg - a ), b, a>0. 
2 2 Let D:R +R be a two-dimensional vector nonlinearity, 
D(y) = (d^ty^ifdgtyg))^, where d^(y^) = yj and dgtya) = 
The matrices Q*, S, and Q are real and constant and are given 
by 
X ,  
,2 
,2 
Yl 
^2 
1 0 
1 0 X ,  
+ X2 - a^) 0 0 
^1 
a^) 
+ 
* * 
^21 ^22 ^2 
0 0 
(A") 
0 -1 «2 
2 2 
We apply Theorem 5.3.17. Choose V(X,t) = b(x^ + Xg), then V 
is positive definite and decrescent- Further. ivv(X,t)! 
= 2b|x|<c^[^2(|x|)]^, where we have defined ^^(|x|) - |x|^ 
(n") UAiU # Then, DV 
— _L \ f^2 j_ ^2 a ) which 
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is negative definite for |x|<a. DV^ = 2b|x|^(|x|^ - a^) 
<-2b|xl^ =a^2(|x|), a = -2b, for all |x|<a. 
Applying Theorem 5.3.13 to (A"), we have 
(i) d^(y^) satisfies Id^fy^^) - (712^ ' ill^n " yi2 I 
(1/2), and 
(ii) dgtyg) satisfies IdgCyg^) - «^2 ^ ^22^ '-I'y21 " ^ 22' 
on §2(1/2). 
Then, L = max{&..} = 3/4 and D(Y) satisfies the Lipschitz 
2 
condition |D(Y^) - D(Y2) | - Y^ | for y^eBj, (6^) :S (6) = 
Bj^(l/2)x §2(1/2). Hence, let §(6), where 5 = 1/2, so that 
B(1/2)c S(1/2). Then, there exists a solution to (A"), 
. . (l-k?) 
Y = g(X) for |x|<p< —r 6. Evaluating the k., i = 1,2, 
^1 ^ 
both ways, we get 
(i) k, = LS| = /2, kg = |Q|L_ = 3/4 and then p<—and 
^ /: u 8/2 
(ii) k^ and kg using the formulas in Appendix B gives 
k, = /2, k- = 1/2 and then p< —a better result. 
^ ^ 4/2 
By hypothesis (iv) of Theorem 5.3.17, we require 
|Q*|Ln Tzè- <-0/2, = 1. Then, ^  <1 if • 
L/ -'^ 2 2/2 
^ A 1 • 
If, for example, ^21' ^ 22*^ T' then X = 0 is (LUAS) for all 
Ix|<min{a,p}. 
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Applying Theorem 5.3.18 and viewing the composite system 
as being comprised of an m = 1 dynamic element of dimension 
two, interconnected with two algebraic elements of dimension 
one, we have 
/ J 
Zi = fj^(z^,t) + Z q^jdj, where = 
0 0 
* ' 912 = * 
921 ^22 
Then the test matrix S consists of one element : 
+ "1=14 
k=l 
the system to be (LUAS). H(Rnp) = B 
, which must be less than zero for 
1 
min{a, — } 
4/2 
0^1 = 1, *1 = -2b, c^4 = 2b, Iq^l = Iq^gl = ^22' ^ 1 ^ 
Lg = /2, and we get 
-2b + 2b(q*! § /2 + qgg /2)<0, 
3/1 
+ 2q;2< /2. 
If q*^<j and 922^^^ stability is insured. Hence, viewing this 
elementary system in a decomposed fashion yields a slightly 
more conservative result. 
We close this section with two theorems concerning in-
tability, 
5.3.20. Theorem The equilibrium X = 0 of composite system 
(Jl") with algebraic constraint (A") is completely unstable in 
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B(p) if the following conditions are satisfied: 
• (i) the reduced composite system X = F(X,t) possesses 
Property for all XeB(p) and teJ; 
(ii) the algebraic constraint (A") satisfies Theorem 
5.3.13; 
(iii) there exists an estimate |vv(x,t)|<c^[^^(|x|)]^, 
c^>0, for all XeB(p) and teJ such that the order of ijjg 
satisfies |x| < ( |x| ) ]^ for all XeB(p), and 
(iv) I A* I + <-a/c,. 
Proof; From assumption (i), we have -^^(|x|)<v(x,t)<-^2(|x|) 
for all XeB(p) and teJ. 
Along the solutions of (H"), we have 
+ Vv(X,t)T{A*X + Q*D(Y,t)} 
Taking norms and using hypotheses (i), (ii) , and (iii) yields 
. iQ'iVi. 
DV(i^„)<(a + c^C I a 1 + i-k^ ) ; XeB(p), tcJ. 
Applying hypothesis (iv) results in the condition that DV^^„^ 
is negative definite for all XeB(p) and teJ. This result and 
the fact that V(X,t) is negative definite for XeB(p) and teJ 
imply that the equilibrium X = 0 of composite system (II") is 
completely unstable. 
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5.3.21. Theorem The equilibrium X = 0 of composite system 
(n") with algebraic constraint (A") and decomposition (11^) is 
unstable in H(Rnp) if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) for M ^ McN = {l,...,m}, assume that if ieM, 
then isolated subsystem (ttÏ) possesses Property and if 
ieN-M, where N-M = {izieN, i^M}, then isolated subsystem (n\) 
possesses Property 
(ii) the algebraic constraint (A") satisfies Theorem 
5.3.13; 
(iii) for each i = 1—m, there exists a positive 
constant c^^, such that | Vv^(z^,t) | <c^^ ) 1^ for all 
^i^®i^^i^ and teJ, and such that the order of satisfies 
Zi I < [il^is ( 1 Zi I ) ]'2 for all z^eB^(r\), and 
(iv) there exists an m-vector a = (a^,...,a^), a^>0, 
i = 1—m, such that the test matrix S" = (sT^) defined by 
* 
'ii = 
a,a, + a, c ,  ^  ( l a * .  1 + Z |q*,jL,.) , i = j, 
X J. J. X-* JLJ. ]C""1 ^ 
{a^c^4(Ia^j| + + a^c^^da^l 
+ Z iql iL )}/2, i ^ i, 
k=l K 
-1 
where L. = il,. , , , is negative definite. 
J 
Ill 
m 
Proof; Choose V(X,t) = Z a.v.(z.,t), a.>0, i = 1—iti. From 
i^l 1 1 1 1 
hypothesis (i) it follows that 
I -a.^.,(|z.|)<V(X,t)< E -a, _(|z. |), 
ieM ^ ^ ieM ^ ^ 
and 
E a. , ( I z J ) <V(X,t)< E a.Tj).p(|zJ) 
ieN-M ^ ^ ieN-M ^ ^ 
for all ZiEB^(r\) such that XeS(R) for all te J. 
Consider the set of all points (X,t) such that XeS(R), 
teJ and such that for all ieM and V(X,t)<0. Call this 
domain V: it is bounded by the hypersurfaces [z^j = r^, ieM, 
and V(X,t) = 0, and may consist of several component domains. 
V(X,t) is bounded from below in V. 
Proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 5.3.18, we may 
m 
obtain ) i^max ^ all z^eH(R/ip) and te J, 
m 
and as such there exists a ^^(|x|)> E so that 
i=l 
DV(i|-ii) ( lx| ) for XeH(Rnp) and te J. 
Since by hypothesis (iv), it follows that in 
domain V, DV^jj„j<0. Then the equilibrium X = 0 of composite 
system (II") is unstable in H(Rnp). 
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5.4. Applications to Minkowski Matrices 
In Sections 5.2 and 5.3 various stability theorems were 
developed. In many cases the criteria for stability was based 
upon whether a test matrix S* containing a vector parameter a 
is negative definite. In applications to specific problems, 
the weighting factor a provides an added degree of flexibility, 
and through judicious choice, it may enable one to obtain less 
conservative results. Simultaneously, although providing a 
potential benefit, the optimum vector a may not always be 
easily determined. In the special case when the off-diagonal 
elements of the test matrix S are of ths same sign, the 
presence of the weighting factor a enables one to obtain 
results which are equivalent to the present ones, but are 
easier to apply, and are independent of the parameter a. To 
better see this, we introduce the concept of Minkowski 
matrices (17, 7). 
5.4.1. Definition A real mxm matrix B = (buj) is a 
Minkowski matrix (M-matrix) if b^j<0 for all i ^ j, and 
if all principal minors of B are positive. 
The following corollary will provide the relation between 
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5.4.2. Corollary Let B = (b^j) be an mxm matrix with non-
positive off diagonal elements. Then B is an M-matrix if and 
only if there exists a diagonal matrix A, A = diag(a^,...,a^), 
a^>0, i = 1,—,m, such that the matrix 
C = AB + B^ 
is positive definite. 
We are now in a position to apply this concept to a 
stability theorem. We use Theorem 5.3.3 as an example. 
5.4.3. Corollary Assume all conditions of Theorem 5.3.3 
hold, and also assume 
(i) a^j>0, i ^ i, d^j>0, i ^ j, and ej%>0, j ^ k, 
defined by 
(ii) the successive principal minors of R = (r*j) 
^in " 
X 
- '^ij + i / j 
are positive. 
Then X = 0 is (LES) in H(Rnp). 
Proof: R* is by assumption an M-matrix. From Corollary 
5 . 4 . 2 ,  i t  f o l l o w s  t h a t  t h e r e  e x i s t s  a  m a t r i x  A  =  d i a g *  
a^>0, such that 
-2S* = AR* + R*'^A 
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is positive definite. Here -2S = -2(s^j) is specified by 
®ij 
+ "i '^ik®ki' ' i = i' 
X X 
{a.Ca.j + ^jk®ki"/2' ^  ^ i-
But if -2S* is positive definite, it follows that S* = (s^j) 
is negative definite. Hence, we have satisfied all hypotheses 
of Theorem 5.3.3. This in turn implies X = 0 is (LES) in 
H(Rnp). 
5.4.4. Remark Note that the test matrix R* = (rfj) in 
Corollary 5.4.3 is not a function of a as is the test matrix 
S* = (s^j) in Theorem 5.3.3. It should also be noted that 
care was given in assuming that a^j, d^j, and ej^>0, i j 
and i ^ k, before applying M-matrix results to Theorem 5.3.3. 
In general one may repeat this argument for any of the 
theorems of Sections 5.2. and 5.3. in the cases where norms 
were used, the off diagonal elements are already nonnegative 
and the M-matrix theory applies directly. 
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8. APPENDIX A: FIXED POINT THEOREMS 
AND THE CONTRACTION PRINCIPLE 
8.1. Some Fixed Point Theorems 
In this appendix, a collection of fixed point theorems 
invoking the use of the contraction principle are listed. The 
following theorems are standard mathematical fixtures, and as 
such the proofs are only cited by reference. 
This appendix addresses the existence of solutions to 
the equation x = F(x). An x satisfying this equation is 
called a fixed point of the operator F. 
8.1.1. Definition Let X be a complete metric space (with 
metric d) containing the closed set B and let F map B into 
itself. Let F satisfy the Lipschitz condition d(F(x^), 
Ffxgïï^kdfx^/xg)' 0<k<l, for all x^,- XgSB. Then F is called 
a contraction on B, and k is a contraction constant. 
8.1.2. Theorem (The contraction mapping theorem.) Let X 
be a complete metric space containing the closed set B, and 
let F map B into itself. Let F satisfy the Lipschitz condi­
tion d(F(x^),F(x2))<kd(x^,X2), 0<k<l, for all x^, XgCB. Then 
there exists a unique fixed point x"eB such that x = F(x") 
and X *  = lim x. = lim F(x ), where x_., = F(x_), n = 0,1,..., 
n+i n li-rx jLi 
n n 
. n^ 
and X q is any element of B. Furthermore, d(x*,x^)< Xg)' 
The proof of Theorem 8.1.2 is given in (10), Chapter 5. 
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8.1.3. Theorem Let B q be a sphere B(a,G) in the complete 
metric space S. Let F be a contraction mapping of Bq into X 
which satisfies the Lipschitz condition d(F(x^),F(X2)) 
^kdfx^fXg) for every pair of points x^^ and x^ of B q, and k is 
fixed, 0<k<l. Then, if d(a,F(a))<6(1-k), there is a unique 
point X* in Bq such that x* = F(x*). 
The proof Theorem 8.1.3 is given in (6), Chapter 8. 
8.1.4. Theorem (The fixed point theorem with a parameter.) 
Let X be a complete metric space with metric d^. Let B^^ be 
the sphere B^(a,6) in X. Let T be a metric space with metric 
dg and let Bg be the sphere Bgfb,?) in T. Let F be a 
continuous mapping of B^ x Bg into X which satisfies the 
Lipschitz condition d^ (F (x^, t) ,F (X2, t))<kdj^ (x^,x2) for every 
pair of points (x^,t) and (Xg/t) of % Bg, with k being a 
constant such that 0<k<l. If, for every point tsBg, 
d, (a.F(a.t) )<6 (1-k) (or eauivalentlv» F maps B, x B,, into B, ), JL _ - - - X c. J. 
then there exists a unique mapping a(t) of Bg into B^ such 
that a(t) = F(a(t),t) and a(t) is continuous on Bg. 
The proof of Theorem 8.1.4 is given in (6), Chapter 8. 
A useful corollary to Theorem 8.1.4 cast in a Banach space 
setting is the following. 
8.1.5. Corollary Let c" be the Banach space of continuous 
v-dimensional vector functions defined on the interval [t^ftg]. 
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Consider the equation Z(t) = G(Z(t),t). Let 
||z(t) - ZQ(t)||<p be a closed sphere in c^. Let G satisfy a 
Lipschitz condition llG(Z^(t),t) - G (Z2 (t) ^t)]] <Lgllz^ (t) 
- Z2(t)||, where 0<Lq<1. If I|G(Zq (t),t) - Z  ^(t)|| < (l-L^) p, 
then there exists a unique solution continuous in t on the 
closed sphere. 
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9. APPENDIX B: FORMULAS FOR LIPSCHITZ 
CONSTANTS OF VECTOR FUNCTIONS 
In many theorems throughout this dissertation, hypotheses 
stating that a vector function be Lipschitzian are required. 
Of interest is the problem of finding the Lipschitz constants 
and kg to satisfy the condition 
|N(X^,Y^,t) - N(X2,Y2,t)l<k^|x^ - X^] + kglY^ - Y^\, k^, k2>0, 
where Xer'^, YeR^, teJ, N:R^xR^xJ->-R^, and N defined on a region 
V. In practice one would naturally begin at the component 
level. The object of Appendix B is to determine the composite 
function constants k^ and kg in terms of the component 
Lipschitz values. Two cases are given; 
(i) For each j = 1—X, let n^ satisfy a Lipschitz condi­
tion on region P: jn. (X, ,Y, ,t)-nj (X^,Yo,t) !<ki ^ Ix^-x^l+k^^ |y,-Y^ |, 
' J X X  ' X J J . 4 »  6  J  J L  6  
% 
where k^j, k2j>0. 
lN(x. .Y_.t) - N(x_.Y_.t)l = 
'  i ' X ' '  Z  Z  '  
\ p 
E In.(XwY,.t) - n. (X_,Y.,t)| 
[j=l' ] i i J ^ ^ 
'X 2 
- ^21 + - Ï2I' 
Using the Minkowski inequality for finite sums, 
{Zja^ -r 4 with F = 2- we 
have 
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|N(Xi,Yi,t)-N(X2,Y2't) 
= IX^-Xjl 
il'lj ^+|Ï1-Ï2I k» h 
so that 
^1 ~ il 'ij and kg = il 
(ii) For each j = 1—\, let n^ satisfy a Lipschitz 
condition on a region V: 
m 
njCXi^Yi^t) - nj(X2'Y2't)|<.Z kiji|Zii-Zi2l*.Ei^2jilyil"y 
1—X 1—X 
where k^j^, k2ji>0 for all i. 
|N(Xi,Yi,t)-N(Xg/Ygft)i= 
r X 
Z^|nj(Xi,Yi,t)-nj(XgfYz't)i" 
X 
z 
j=l 
m 
^Z^kiji|Zii-Zi2 
^ i=1^2jil^il"^i2 
Using the Minkowski inequality yields 
X 
E 
j=l 
m 
E k, 
• 
2 k X 
^12' + S j=l ^E^kgjilyii-yigi 
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Using the Holder inequality for finite sums, 
{Z|anbn|}<{Z|an|P}l/P'{Z|bn|9}l/9, 1/p + 1/q = 1, with 
n n ' — ' n 
p = q = 2, we have 
X [ m 
E 
j=l 
X ' X 2 
/ 
'^ir^i2' 1=1 
+ E 
_j=l i!l^2ji 
^ IH ^ ^ ^ 
Letting |X^ - X,! = Z | Z. ^ - Z.,! , |Y^ - Y,! = .^^0,-^1.2 
1—1 1—J. 
gives 
iNfXiyY^fti-NtXgfYgft) l^lx^-Xgl 
X 
I 
j=l 
E 
J/iji 
+ l?l-?2l 
X 
E 
j=l 
V \e^ 
i=l 2ji 
SO that = 
\ 
E 
j=l 
m 
ifl'^lji and kg = 
X 
E 
j=l 
s 
i=l 
For the special form N(X,Y,t) = SX + QD(Y,t), where S and 
Q are real constant matrices, QeR^^®, Xer", YeR^, 
D:r' x^J-^R®, = (dj^ (y^/t)"^,... ,d (y , tf) , and for 
|dj(yji/t) - dj(yj2,t)|<&aj|yji - yjgl' 
have 
we 
m 
nj (Xi,Yi,t)-nj (Xg/Yg/t) I ^1 Sjil 
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so that we may identify = |Sj^| and k2jj^ = 
k^ and k2 may be found as shown in (ii). 
